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Holland
VOL. VIII.-NO.

HOLLAND,

5.

Packing and shipping will be

Citij iUius.

OTTO

«l

claaa

XTIBBELINK, J.

U., Livery and Sale Stable;
Officeof Dally Stage Line to SauKatnck, 9th
etrect.near Market.

ll

Editor and PMUfier.

Waronaaksr* ini BUckioithi.

$1.50 per year if paid in aamiux; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paul at sir months.

YYIJKEMA J. A

Wagon and Blacksmith

C.

Shop. Horse-ihoeluzand &I1 kinds of repalrdone. Eighth Street a few doom west of River.

ng

Hut

JOB PIMNTlXa PROMPTLY AND NHATLY DONE.

Vsrktt*.

'

nOONE.C.. Wholesale Dealer in

13

ad kinds of

Meat. Paya the highestprice

Zeelaud, Uttawa Co., Mich.

|Uit Roads.

for cattle.
2-ly

IJUTKAU& VANZoEREN, New Meat MarXj kut, near corner Kinhth and Fish Street. All
Taken Effect^Wedneslay Jan.

good stock, medium

ment

kinds of sausages constantly on band.

fi.

1, 1879.

Leave

Arrive at
Holland,

“
" “
“ $
“
“ •*
“
&
“ ““
“
“ “ *

Holland,
| 2.00 a.

Grand Uupids.

IT UITK, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

m. and

Muskegon, Penlwaler

&

New Buffalo
Chicago. I
f

5.25 a. tn.
3.35 p. m.

10.55 “

p.m.

1.50

“

0.10 “

»

a.m.

5 10
3.25 p.
5.55

twine; 8th atreet.
UaBufactoriit,Hilt*, Shop*, lie.

R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
for Mowing Machines- cor. lUtinte River street.

12.15 “

LX

OAUELS. VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

X

Proprietors

of Ptugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour

10 45

ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

* Mixed trains,
Y17ILM9, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, am!
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. CorX Dally except Saturday,
lUtb and Rivet streets.
k Mondays only.
All other tralus dally except Sundays.
Motarr Pabllo*
All tralus on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which Is SO minutes later than Columbus
time.
Agent, Notary Vubllc and Conreyancer; Collections made in Hollandand vlclnltj.

TV

Rusiuejtf gutctonj.

“

PhnlolaB*

A NNIS, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
Claim Agent,
J _
Attorneyand /V. S. W. cor. Public Square.

J_£0VV’AIU),M. I).,
.,
Notary Public; River street.

A SH, H. L. Surgeons and Physicians.Office at
Vf C BRIDE, P. li., Attorney and Counselor at l\. his residence,Overysel, Mich.
Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
River street.
r ED E BOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
±J corner Eleventh and River street opposite
DARKS, W. U. AitorneyandCounceloratLaw, public square.1. corner of River and ,.ighlhstreets.
Y KDEBOER, F, S., Physicianand Suigeon;
rPKN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting JU office at residence,on Eighth street, near Chi.
Agent. Office in Kenyon & Van Puttuu's banu & M. L. S. K. R. crossing.
Eighth street.
VjO CULLOCH THOS.. Physician, Surgeon and
Accoucher. Office,Van Putteu’s Drugstore,
Banking and Exchings.
Holland, Michigan.

ItI

AN PUTTEN JACOB,

Banking and Col OCHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnysician. Office
lecting, Drafts bought and sold; Kightn
First Ward Drug Store, bth Street.
street.

V

O

at

G ROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting,
ng. shaving,
shampoouiug,hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea
sonablo rates. Barber shop next door to the City

K

Hotel.

If IGGINS, B.

XI

lery

rAOPELL, H., Manufacturer of
Harness, Trunks, Buddies

\

and dealer :u

Eighth street.
IkEAty'H BiM’S, Commission Merchants, and
Tobacco tod Cigars.
dealers in Grain, Flour and Pro luce. Highest marnel price paid for wheat. Offics in Brick
store cor. Eighth & rlsh streets,Holland, Mich. i7 'I'VE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, Suufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

1 EE. D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence and offlee on Eiglith street, opposite Van Haalte's
bhoe store.

vA

“

AOESBURG, J. O., Dealer

Drugs and Mcdiclues, Paints und Oila, Brushes, Ac. Physician s proscriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
|

Xi

I. 0. Of 0. F.
R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Mediciues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and PerHolland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
fumeries. River street.
of Odd Fellows, bolds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medi- of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Blok, N. O.
W. Van Dbn Hero's Family .Medicines; Eighth St.
G. A. Konino. R.

YfEENUS, D.

_

yAN

V

8.

WALSH HEBE It, DruggistA Pharmacist;a
" full stock of goods appertaining to the hus-

F.

it

A. M.

A

furaUu:*.

\f EYER,

.

Regular Communicationof Unity Lodge*
No. 191, F. & A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hull.
Holliiiui,Mich., on Wednesday evening, March

H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur- 5, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
nlturo.Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffl is,
C. B. Wynne Sec'jj.
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.

aU

1876.
LOWELL NURSERIES.
Otto Briyman, W. M.

CURRANTS.

offspring,and raise

.15
.25
.40

done. The

15.00
25.00

.95

15.00

,

A discount of ten per cent allowed from CATALOGUE

PRICES

when cash

is

\Ve are prepared to furnish to Dealers and Large. Planters at reduced rates, and
all who deal with us of entire satifaction.

to offset

the

effects

in passing

a

con-

claims

all

war
—southern claims or northern claims—
claims made by “loyalists” or by "dis-

gories.—

Orleans Picayune.

Homo

‘

l.M)
2.50

BLACKBERRIES.

HUND.
50

1

10.00

1.00
2.00
2.00

for fruit

aad

EACH.

.........................

.20

0 “ selected ..................
8 “ extra heavy ..............
Mountain Ash, American, 8 to 10 feet ............
European, 8 lo 10 “ ............
jni
Weening
Willow, Kilmonark ...................
5 to

.30

6 to

.50
.50
.50
1.00
.75
.40
.40

“

Cntnlpa, 0 to 7 feet.
European Larch, 5 to 7 feet ...............................
American Elm, transplanted, 6 feet .......................

6.00

4 “

•»,

<i

»• ,»l
“ twice . 4i

HUND.
15.00
25.00

it

during

mers they have been on tours of exhibition
throughout the country. Mr. Bates will
not go in the show field the

.40
.25

coming sum-

cation of

a plain,

honest farmer. Hq

considereda fanner par excellence
30.00

his neighbors, as no doubt he should be,

tral

20.00

is

among

born and

raised in perhaps the

farming regions in
Kentucky.

the

country— cen-

A few weeks ago the wife of Captain
Bates gave birth to a child, the fecoud

20.00
.DO

since her marriage with her present bu

•

band, and in both inslancesthe child died
had grown up

:£

If the last child

.20

wo would have beheld

to maturity,*

a being beside

5

o

4

It

.

252/“-

,

feet
_

the day of its birth it measured thirty

weighed twenty-tWo
pounds; its chest measure was sixteen
inches in length and

*•

1.00
.75
.50
.30
.20

_

(O.) State Journal.

The
25 00
15.00

,

____
____

D.

at

Ust

to ap-

proach realization. The city of Crefeld
readinessto pay flOO.OOO

toward it, and

is confidently

.75

now both

.30

JAMES

cmml hetwesn the

Rhine and tiie Maas seems
lias declared its

.50|

inches.

project of u

.40
.00
1.00
.75
.50
.25
.40

,

tog

On

inches, and its feet six inches.— Cofam&a*

4 to 5 “ .
selected 5 feet ............
Scotch Pine, Twice transplanted, 6 to 7 feet
6 to 6 “
4 to 5 “

Balsam Fir, twice transplanted,
Savin Juniper, feet ..........

It was finand Captain

town cultivating it, and assuming the avo-

.40
1.00
.40

“ l^to2“

2

nicely finished and painted.

mer, and will remain on his farm near the

l.OOtol.50

A large lot of the last slue (Itf to 2 ft). They make a beautiful hedge, and
are designed for that purpose.
LAuslriun Pine, twice transplanted 8 to 4 feet.

“
"
“
“
“ “

of architecture, but

which we would be nothing but dwarfs.

'•*

......

a plain style

Bates and his wife have lived in

15.00

Spruce, three limes Ironsplunted, 0 feet

»*

in

finest

.................................
.................................

Prairie, (Fragrant Variegated; ............

»»

thirty feet wide by ninety-six feet deep,

as he was

Queen Prairie.King Praine, Yellow Harrison..

••

great deal larger.

is struck with the unusual size of

ished about tlirce years ago,

Euonymus, Snow-ball,Persian Lilac,Sweet SyHnga, Prunua Trilobnta.
to 5 feet

a

this state,

other people’s

10.00

SHRUBS.

3 to

is

like

the winters since, while during the sum-

timber.

Strong plants,4

One
is

1.50

“
ORNAMENTAL STOCK.
to 5 feet

a good deal

houses, only that it

built

Sweet Chestnut, beautiful shade tree, of rapid growth, valuable

is

doors, windows and shutters. The house

Wilson, Col. Cheeny, Kentucky,Green Prolific .............
Captain Jack, Monarch of the West, 50 ets. d«»z ............
Sterling, Dutcliert,Great American “
“ ............

Transplanted4

10.00
10.00

A Slant Fair.

house near Seville,in

lives in a

which
1.50
1.50

Life of

Mr. Bates, the giant, with his giant wife,

TIIOU8.

paid on delivery of stock.

can assure

way

claim embraced in either of these cate-

1.25

EVERGREENS.

,

best

tative will vote for, support or offer any

2.00

Cluster, (Black) .........................

" “
“
“ “
“
“ “

own

hideous clamor

GOOSEBERRIES.

PerpetualRoses ..............................

Thankful for the liberal share of patronage with which we have been favored,
hope to merit the future confidence of the public.
We invite an examinationof our nursery grounds, 300.0D0 TREES and PLANTS
under cultivation.
Home grown trees are more safe to plant— the varieties are more reliable— and
the stock can he ohiniued without incurringthe risk and expense of transportation
from distant
New lands produce stock for planting out, of greater vigor and hardihoodthan
can be grown on old nursery grounds.
An experienceof thirty years in the nursery business(Ifl years in Michigan)
enables ^uj to make the best selectionof varietiesfor the various purposesof cultiva-

now

demo-

meantime, we hope no southern represen-

ROSES.

we

idea of

of whatever kind, growing out of the
.20
.80

.40

Philadelphia,(Red) .............................

“

a

of this outcry is to assist

RASPBERRIES.

u
U'

The

cratic party the paternityof their

1.00

Houghton Seedling ......................... ............
Downing, Smith Improved ...............................

Norway

were no more "loyal” in

treasury. Their scheme failed,and

DOZEN.

.

offer for sale for spring planiing n more complete assortment of Nursery
Stock than ever before. Our trees are all yoamr, of vigorous growth, and cannot be
excelled in strong, well ripened wood, and in the selection of varietiesbest adapted
for cultivation in Michigan.. ..........

who

loyalists”shall be forever barred. In the

Tree Paeonoa, Ranksil ................. ............

We

make
must put up with the

lossqs which they have endured.

VINES.

..

TO OUR PATRONS AND THE PUBLIC:

pretense,

they attribute to the south and the

Cherry, La Versailles,White Grape, Black Naples, Victoria

Gem

ty,” when the vast majority of southern

slltutionalamendment by which

1 H feet.
Chinese HerbaceousPaeoneas, in varieties,fragrant
Climbing Hone v -suckles .............. ..........

Michigan.

to persons who have the
demand coiupensatianfor "loyal-

party in the south at the cost of the public

j

These Nurseries are located 1 1-2 miles South-east of Lowell Village,
Kent County,
?

expensesof the country by In-

on the treasury the burden of im-

about the Illegitimatethings that are to be

Prnnlfo’ea, Splrca
Lanceolata. Wo gefla Amabalis 2 to 3 fret ............................
.....
Pyrus Joponlca, 'Japan Quince,) a boautltii) flowering shrub, hardy, very desirable for ornamentalLedges, 2 to 3 feet ...............................

Established in the year 1875.

to the

flicting

such a

/fc'/feia Gra'Pi/, Weicclla Rosea. Splrea Balardl, Splrea

PRICE LIST FOR THE SPRING OF 1879.

localities.

25 00

.25

Strong bearing vines, transplanted.Concent. Ires Seedling,Hartford .......
Strong. 2 yrs , Agawam, Salem, Iona, Delowaro, Wilder, Martha. Merrimack..
Lady, Worden, Brighton ...........................................
Moors early

“

add

face to

SWEET CHESTNUT.

“

In these

mense payments

.15
.20

.

1879.
I

25 00
40.00

• QUINCES.

“

nevertheless.

the republicans in providing for these
payments was to build up a republican

..........................................
Orange, 2 “ .............................................
lines Mammoth, 2 feet ....................................

“
“

truth In the

out of the public treasury.

STRAWBERRIES.

aYI

no

work

its

Beauregard have succeeded in proving

Fruit large, bright red, of exceilaut quality, very hardy and productive, valuable for family nee and for market. This variety of red raspberry Is the best honey producing plum known. It Is In bloom ten days
earlier than white clover and remains several weeks in blossom..*

J&MietUj*.

lu

does

their “loyalty," and in getting paid for it

TURNER—

Drug: and Utiiclnet.

it

claims, and it certainly does not wish to

Alexander,Amadens June, extra early.. ....................

Mammoth

credible. All this is lost

is

“loyalists.”There is

Persons

*

TOSLIN

O

which

the legal sense then Gen. Lee or Gen.

Kittatinny, Wilsons early ........................

A B REYUAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner *f Market and Eighth Street.

make awards on
testimonya large part of which is popularly supposed to be suborned, and very

The south has no politicalInterest

Fall of 1879.

.

established the southern claims commis-

charge, but

.30
.50

3 to 4 feet ....... A ............. .............................
4 to 5
........ ................. ......................
Early Crawford, Late Crawford.Early Barnard, Hills Chili, Foster, Jaques
Rare Ripe. Yellow Rare Ripe, Mountain Rose, Hale’s Early, Louisa.

Dintiit.

Watch** and Jewelry.

25.00

PEACHES.

D

X

30.00

.75

..

1

/

.30

Valuablefor Shade. Fruit and Timber.
4 to 5 feet .................................................
5 to 6 feet heavy ...........................................

Saddlin.

is called

his "loyalty,” that the republican party
20.00

The demand for this excellent frnit Is yearly Increasing,while on account of
the ravages of the yellows,the supply from the principlepeach growing
sections of this state has greatly diminished, hence the utmost importance
of obtaining trees for plaining from localities not only exempt, but entirely
Isolated Irom any possible taint of the disease.The stock of desirable
va ieties suitablefor spring planting is greatly reduced. But we baYe a
large stock In bud of best market varieties that will bo In market in the

GRAPE

who could prove what

but one

people, not being able or willing to
.

the leading Photographer.
Galopposite this office.

anybody

that not a dollar has been paid to

.40

.'

P.

14-ly

CsmainLa Mirchant.

...............................

“

the

Photographer.

Barber*.

these claims, by republican congresses;

CHERRIES.

.

forgotten

It is

an immense sum was paid out on

that

PLUMS.

feet.

is

and

sectional feeling

revive sectional animosity.

4 lo 5 feet .....................................................85
5 to 6 ” ............................................
......
.50
Canada Egg, Red Egg, Late Damson, Lombard, Washington
Jefferson, German Prune.
Wild Goose.— New, hardy, productive, fruit large, bright red
promising, 4 to 6 feel .....................................
.30

Angers, 2

south. The bare fact

sight of in the Idea that the southern peo-

6 "

A

AT

enough to arouse

littleof

4 to
selected, very strong. ......................
Louise Bonne, Dutchess, Clapp's Favorite, Osband's Summer, Buffam,
Beurrie Diel.

ikTALSH, H., Notary

Attorney*.

ust discredit on the

that Uiey are called southern claims

ple are backing up the claims of pretended

Early Richmond,May Duke, Black Morrtllo, Gov. Wood. Yellow Spanish, Ohio
Beauty, Early Purple, Black Tartarian, Napoleon.

YV

are pressed

country, and are calculatedto bring un-

DWARF PEARS.
“

which they

are a continual source of Irritationto the

.30

0 to 7
Bartlett, Buffam, Sheldon. Seckcl, Doyenne-Bossock, Flemish Beauty,
Clapp’s Favoiitc, Belle Lucrclive, Tyson, Osbands Summer,
Vicar, Howell, Lawrence, Beurre de Auiou.

4 lo 6 feet, good stock ....................................
5 to 7
selected ...................... ..................

More, tub street.

14.00
18 00

of the civil

existence of these claims and

sion, which continuesto

P

Public, Conreyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office,Ctfy Drup

|

PEARS.

Mills.) near foot of 8th itreet.

a.m. irERBEEK, II. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
m. | 9.35 “
V Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build*

.16
.20
.80

..................................... .40
“ selected heavy
.75

3 years, 3 to 4 feet, fine trees

any claims arising out

of

the pertinacity with

size

to 6 feet

KALD,

II

Big Uitpids.* 10.25 a. m.
t 9.25

\7AN DER HAAR, 11., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
Y' and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper

f 5.15 “
8.30 p.m.

11.55 a. in.
9.20 p.m.

do any better than to
amendment to the constitution

war. The

...........................
5 to 7 feet, selected ........................... ..............
6 to 8 “ extra heavy, for village lots and gardens .............
Pewaukee, new, large red apples; of good quality, very hardy,
very productive, a good keeper ..............................
Wngener, Baldwin, JMwater, Northern Spy, King, Greening,
Golden Russett, Seek-no-lurlher,Grimes Golden, Yellow
' Bellflower, Rambo, Ohio Nonpariel,Tallman Sweet, Snow,
Maiden’s Blush, Duchess Oldensburg, Sweet Bough, Golden
Sweet. Chenango Strawberry,Early Harvest, Tetoflki, Red
Astrachan. Improved Crab— The improved crabs are valu
able for their extreme hardiness, great productivenessand
the many uses made of them. Several of the new varieties are
of fine quality for the table. Tlilscendant,Hislop, Marengo,
Coral, Whitney’s No. 20, Montreal Beauty ...................
4 to 6 feet,

that the people of the

absolutely prohibiting in future the pay-

stock of apples for the Spring trade is large and of good
quality. We can furnish many varietiesin small quantities not
enumerated in this list. Varielies,in Italics, we can furnish in
large quantities.

Standard trees, 5
Trains.

369.

southern states can

Our

.

Term* of SalMcrlption:

Chicago it West Michigan E.

HUND.

APPLES.

I)OONE !I„ Livery and Hale Stable. Office
13 andbarn on Market reel. KveryihtuK flrit-

DOESBURG,

J.

EACH.

FRUIT DEPARTMENT.

*oi Sill SUblei.

Lirtry

OFFICE: VAN LANDKGEND’S BLOCK.

NO.

Southern OUlmi.

sufficientto

support an

MUl

•

and charges made

We do not see

Goodi, Grocerle*. Crockery,Halit and Caps,
Flour, ProvialonH, etc. ; River et.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

•

carefully done

WHOLE

1879.

15,

cover expense of material.

V

A W£EKLY~NBW8PAPEE,

mUNBCIT?,

SATURDAY, MARCH

MICH.,

Oinirel Dealer*.

Ibe Holland

y N ews.

Cit

BUSTED,

Lowell, Kent Co., Mich.

it

hoped that

the Prussian and the Dutch

Governments will grant the necessary additional funds.

Mr. Russell, recently elected ns

n

greenbacker to Congress In North Uarolins, is a precocious person. Ho was a
rebel captain at 17 years of age and a

member of the
now 33 years

legislature at

of age.

19. He

U

Reno’s command in the fight,it says: “The
conduct; of the officers through
throughout was excel
lent, and, while the subordinates in some
instances did more for the safety of the command by brilliapt displays of courage than
did Mai. Reno, there was nothing in His conduct whioh requires animadversion from this
court It is Che conclusion of this court, in
view of all the facts in the evidence, that no
further proceedingsare necessary in this case.”

Ifollaitil 4ita
HOLLAND

CITY.

MICHIGAN.

WEEKLY MEWS REVIEW.

The

veto of the Chinese bilk is

gretted by the British Columbians, as

it

re-

was

hoped the enforcement of the measure by the

THE EAST.

United Btatee wonld shortly lead Canada to do
likewise....Canada has recently negotiated&
loan of $15,000,000 in London, at a discountof
hu been before the courts of New York city
3X per cent, and a further cost of $112,000 in
for a vear past, has been brought to an end
(* i
through a oompromise. The considerationis
Visible
supply
grain
the
the payment by William H. Vanderbilt of
Vi|Wvfvw
uio brother,
utubuuiy
uuiiuOi auu
$1,0(1), 000 each to his
Cornelius,
and United States and Canada: Wheat, 21,104,his sister,Mrs. LeBau. with costs of the suit, 000 bushels; corn, 13,801,000bushels; oats,
which is withdrawn, along with all its charges,
2,202.000 bushels: ire, 1,2&, 000 bushels; barand especiallythe charges of “undue influ- ley, 8,851,000 bushels.
ence” held against the widow of the late Com-

The

great Vanderbilt will case,

which

commissions. |
of

in

unvu

POLITICAL.

modore.

A conventionof the Republicans of
The widow and daughter of the late
Bayard Taylor arriyed at New York from Eu- Michigan was held at the State capital last
rope last week. Mrs. Taylor is much prostrat- week. James V. Campbell was nominatedfor
ea by her great bereayemeul
Supreme Court J ustice; and for Regents, James
Elihu Bubritt, the u learned black- Shearer and E. O. Grosvenor were placed in
nomination.
smith,” died at his home in New Britain, Ct,
The Prohibitionistsof Indiana will
on the 6th of March, aged 68 years.
A party of swindlers have been

de-

tected in Philadelphia in the attempt to realize

on a subscription for a memorial to the late
Bayard Taylor.

The

floor in Mechanics’ Hall, at

North

Berwick, M&, gave away during a town meet-

hold a conventionat Indianapolis on the 21st of

May

for the nomination of candidatesfor State

offices.

The New York Herald publishes

in-

terviews with nearly all the Democratic Repre-

sentativesin the Forty-fifth Congress on the

Presidential nomination in 1880. The following, precipitating
nearly fifty persons to the
ing recapitulation of their views may prove infloor below. No one was killed, out many were
teresting:
fearfully and probably fatally injured.
Members Interviewed...........................
1J7
57
It is reported from
York that Against Tllden ..................................
Tlld-n first choice ..............................
13
George W. Childs,who for more than a year Tilden acceptable...............................9
50
past has been the virtual owner of the New Thurman first choice ...........................
Thnrman acceptable........................
"...
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WASHINGTON.

An assignment has been made by
Archbishop Purcell and the Rev. Father Purcell of all their
creditors.

The

Committee

Teller

will begin

on

property for the benefitof Wednesday,the

19th inst, an inquiry into the
matterspresentedby SenatorThurman.

A new book by CoL Bob

It is intimated that the President
Ingersoll,
Sword and Flame,” will direct the Secretary of War to expend only
Peoria, DL, and will shortly be such appropriationsin the River and Harbor

entitled “The Religion of
is

in press at

doing his dnty,

cannot refrain from penning

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
ceeded the average by nearly four
my thoughts.In this solemn hour my soul is
as calm as the ocean is said to bo on a quiet What a Veterinary Surgeon Says About the inches. The number of hours of t
•
-ww—
rjs7wvrT'“ bright
snmmer eve, when the sotting sun crowns tho
Disease— The Means of Prevention.
sunshine registered at Greenwich Obworld in a halo of glorious hues— a scene that
[From the Phllsdelphla Times.]
servatoryin 1878; was 1050, or 28 per
bends devout mortals to their knees, and from
Dr. W. Gadsden, the veterinary sur- cent, of its possible durataon, the sun
geon, left this city last week for Wash- being above ihe horizon fori4,454 hours.
ington, to testify before the Congres- —London Timet.
tiinn hearts to pause in their strugglesfor
sional investigatingcommittee in the
worldly prttes, and, resting on their armors,
4 A Bad Fix. ^
matter
of plenro-pneumohia in cattle.
gssd with mute admiration depicted upon evAt an early hour yesterday morning
ery lineament of their countenances, refresh- Dr. Gadsden has had experience with
ing their souls with thonghts of hope, faith the disease before. In England, four- a woman called at the postofficeand purand charity. Bach
are my“though
my thoughts this night teen or fifteen years ago, when the disBnchare
chased a 3-cent stamp, and had it al—night
„ ---in which
,/hich my fate ana that
___ ...
of my
poor unfortunatecomrade is to be decided on. ease broke out and raged with such ready “ licked” to paste on her letter,
God grant that wo both be dealt leniently alarming effect that the Government when she discovered that she had left
Vith) May the twelve good and true men re- had to interfere and adopt means for the letter at horn#. She. received the
member that We are but poor, miserable,sinits suppression, Dr. Gadsden was ap- heartfelt sympathies of the stamp clerk,
ful human beings, whom circumstances over
which we had no control placed in positions pointed inspectorin a districtin Berk- and went home for the letter. At 11
unanried by mortal man. 6h that I had died shire, where, in common with similar o’clock, when the stamp window was
when but an innocent, prattling babe ! God, in inspectors appointed by the Governbesieged by a crowd, the woman reHis inscrutable wisdom, may mean all for the
ment all over England, he was required turned having the letter in one hand
best, and my heart’s wish is that He deal with
us both as we dtterve,accordingto onr to inspect and report at stated times and a minute fragment of a postagte
thoughts and our future acts. May He be with the condition of all the cattle in his stamp in the other.
the men Who are to decide our fate. district.
says it cost the
“Stand out of the way for a poor disMay their verdict be His. May He
English
Government
millions of dol- tressed woman ! ” she called out, as she
bless the officials who have done their
duty to God and man, is the sincere lars to stamp the disease out. The mnde for the window, and those who
prayer of one who was blind, hot who now only course was to kill off the cattle, didn’t obey were poked aside in a way
doth see; one who feels a calm feeling pervadisolatingthe infected enes from the to be remembered by their ribs. The
ing his soul such as he never has experienced
in his life before. The bell has rung. John healthy ones whenever it could be done. change which one buyer was about to
Lamb goes to receive his
. I fear the worst That is the course this country will pocket was swept off the board on the
for his sake. Oh, God! may he be able to bear have to adopt, he claims, as there is no
floor by her arms, and she held the fragit, is tho prayer of your humble servant and
other effective remedy known for the ment of stamp and exclaimedto the
supplicant
disease. The percentage of the cattle clerk
which recover once they are seized with
“Do you dare deny, sir, that you sold
KING OF THE ZULUS.
it, Dr. Gadsden says, is about one-flffch. me a 3-cent stamp two hours ago ?”
It is one of the most difficult diseases
“I think I sold you a stamp,” he reThe Kind of a Man Cetywayo In.
to arrest that is known to veterinary plied.
[From the English OfficialCorrespondence.]
“And I didn’t have my letter here.
It is no exaggeration to say that his surgeons. A cow may have it and rehistory from the first has been written cover from it completely, and four After I’d eaten, all the paste off the
in charactersof blood. I do not refer months afterwardmay communicatethe stamp I couldn’t find my letter. You
merely to the long chronicle of his disease to other cattle. Thus it may be remember?”
“Yes, I remember.”
butanes — from the slaughter of his spread from one end of the continent
to
the
other.
Examination
of
the
lungs
“Well, sir, I carried that stamp all the
brothers and their followers,early in
have died
from pleuro- way home on the tip of my finger, and I
his career, down to the more recent in- of
— cattle
---- which
---------- ---discriminateand wholesale destruction pneumonia has shown that the lungs laid it down on the windy-sill till I
of all the unmarried women who at- become marbleized;from being solt could find my letter, and what did my
tempted to evade his orders, given in a and spongy, as in their normal condi- Clarence do but pick it up and begin to
sudden fit of caprice, that they should tion they should be, they grow hard chew away, and by the time I could
accept as husbands the elderly unmar- and heavy, like a stone, and if placed in choke his month open nothing was left
ried soldiers of his army, the massacre a vessel of water, instead of floating, as but this little bit.”
“And you want another?”
being subsequently extended to all the a healthy lung would do, they sink like
“I demand another, sir, in place of
relatives who took away for burial the lead. Death is produced in the cow
exposed corpses of the slaughtered when, by this hardening process, the this!”
I

«•

t

He

-

:

•_

women— but I would take his character
as are for works of a national character.
.
Congressmen receiveno mileage for attending from his own account of himself; it was
A horrible accident is reported from an extra session, and those who do not remain
sent little more than two years ago to
East 8t Louis, I1L The wagon-shopof Mrs. in Washington until it meets will have to pay
the Lieutenant Governor of Natal, who,
HenriettaBausch took fire and, with five other their own traveling exponsea.
on hearing of the massacre of the girls,
buildings, was burned down. In the second
The Sundry Civil Appropriation bill
wrote
to remind him of what had very
story of the wagon-shop, which was occupied
as a residenceby Bausch, there were sleeping consolidatesthe Hayden, Powell,and Wheeler recently passed between him and the
her throe children, Henry Schoepporkoetter, geologicaland geographical surveys of the representative of the Natal Governa blacksmith,and Mrs. Oatharins Borat, who Territories into a single bureau, which is made
was spending a night with Mrs. Bausch, all of a part of the Interior Department ____ Capt ment, Sir T. Shepstone, in the way of
whom burned to death, they being unable to Eads has just received a treasury warrant for promises of more merciful rule on the
escape by reason of the door leading to their $750,000 as part payment for his work on the occasion of his installation as King, exapartments being fastened on the ontside. Mrs.
Mississippiriver jetties.He had previously pressing a hope that the Lieutenant
Bausch leaped from a window and was fatally been
paid $1,000,000.
Governor might learn from him that the
injuredThe seat of Daniel O’Reilly, from reports which had reached him were inissued

bill

.

.

been destroyedby fire. Loss,

The

New York, correct. Cetywayo replied, “Did I ever
is contested on the ground that he is a deserter tell Shepstone? Did he tell the white
from the Union army..... Congressman-elect people 1 made such an arrangement?
Murch will introducea joint reeolation, at the Because, if he did, he has deceived
special session, declaringeight hours a legal
them. I do kill, but do not consider
day’s work for all laborers and mechanics emyet I have done anything in the way of
ployed by the Government
Over 30,000 applications for pensions killing. Why do the whit# people start
at nothing? I have not yet begun. I
under the new law have already been filed at
the Second CongressionalDistrict of

reign of burlesque continues
for another week at McVioker’s Theater in
Chicago, the Rice Surprise Party haring made
a hit in their specialties. This week the San
Franciscosuccess“ Horrors” is billed for the
first half of the week, succeeded by “Hiawatha.” This company contains several mirthhave yet to kill; it is the custom of
Washington, and they are coming in at the rate
provoking comedians,who will drive away an
our nation, and I shall not depart
of
about
400
daily.
The
whole
number
exattack of blues, if anything can. They will be
pected is 50,000. When received they are sorted from it. Why does the Governor of
followed by the BtrakoschOpera Troupe.
and filed, and on the 25th instanttoe work of Natal speak to me about my laws? Do
At a conference of Baptist ministers adjudicationwill be begun.
I go to Natal and dictate to him about
of San Francisco, held the other dsy, it was
FOREIGN.
his laws? I shall not agree to any laws
unanimouslyresolved that the name of the
A London dispatch reports another or rules from Natal, and, by so doing,
Rev. H. W. Reed be stricken from the Baptist
throw the great kraal which I govern
Ministers’ Meeting, of San Franciscoand vicin- English coal-mine explosion, by which nineinto the water. My people will not
ity, for* misrepresentation
of facts before the teen collierswere killed
.Signor Fanfani,the
Baptist Ministers’ Conference in New York re- most eminent of Italian lexicographers, is dead. listen unless they are killed ; and, while
specting the sentiments of the Baptist and
Intelligencehas reached St. Peters- wishing to be friends with the English,
Christian people generally on the Pacific coast
I do not agree to give ove* ray people
touching the Chinese question.
burg that after the death of Shere Ali a bloody
to be governed by laws sent to me by
Chioago elevatorscontain 7,652,384 conflict broke out among the followers of the
them.
Have I not asked the Eughsh
bushels of wheat, 8,198,135bushels of corn, various pretenders to the Afghan throne, and
the partisans of Yakoob Khan were victorious. Government to allow me to wash my
499,565 bushels of oats, 833,921 bushels of rye, It was reported that Yakoob Khan and two
spears, since the death of my father
and 879,625bushelsof barley, making & grand other pretendershad taken refuge at Herat
Umpandi, and they have kept playing
total of 12,563,630bushels, against 2,797,707
Queen Victoria will leave England with me all this time, and treating me
bushelsat the same period last year.
on her continental tour on the 25th of March. like a child? Go back and tell the
The reported massacre of thirty-eight
Bismarck’s Parliamentary Discipline English that I shall now act on nfy own
Indians in WashingtonTerritory,telegraphed
account, and, if they wish me to agree
East two or three weeks ago, turns out to bill has been defeated in the Gorman Reichto their laws, I shall leavo and become
stag....
Passanante,
the
Italian
Socialist
who
have been a hoax.... A telegram from Cincinnati says that “ArchbishopPuroell has re- attempted the life of King Humbert at Naples, a wanderer; but, before I go, it will be
ceived letters from Cardinal McCloskey and has been sentencedto death ____ A resolution in seen, os I shall not go without having
ArchbishopWood giving the result of the favor of woman suffrage has been voted down
acted. Go back and tell the white man
conferencewhich took place last week between in the British House of Commons by 10G yeas
tliis, and let them hear it well. The
the Cardinaland Archbishops of Philadelphia, to 217 nays.
Boston and Baltimore relative to the oriels in
Governor of Natal and I are equal.
A committee of the French Chamthe affairs of his (Purcell's) diocese. The
He is Governor of Natal, and I am
conclusion arrived at by the conference was ber cf Deputies lias reported in favor of the
Governor here.”
that the whole Catholicchurch in America impeachment of the De Broglie Ministry.
.

.

.

should take up the case of the Archbishop of
They are accused of an attempt to establish a
Cincinnati, and proceed, by regularly-organized
method^ to raise the money neoeesary to pay dictatorship, and of ignoring the popular will
as shown by the elections. . .Gen. Melikoff re-

A

Lady’s

Wit

A

young officer, present at an Irish
ports to the Russian Governmentthe plague breakfastparty, thought he w raid fenee
now mastered.Of a population of 118,009 in with a lady noted for her wit.
Six murderers confined in the jail at toe infected districtsof Astrakhan 500 died be“ Miss P.,” said he, “I’m told you’re
tween October and February.
Corsicana, Texas, overpoweredthe guards and
the most learned lady in Kildare. You
A
Constantinople
dispatch
says
the
escaped After a desperate fight, in which
know everything,so there’s no puzzling
three of them were wounded, five were re- Sultan declaresthat he cannot concede more
you.
Can you,” poising his spoon over
captured,the leader—Jesse Rasco. the moet regardingthe Greek frontier. There is reason
the top of his unbroken egg, “ can you
noted desperado in the South— making good hi*
to fear, therefore,that negotiationsbetween
escape.
Turkey and Greece for the rectificationof the inform me why this duck-egg is blue? ”
“ Well,” replied she, “ I don’t know;
A Memphis letter-writer predicts that frontier will be broken off.
but perhaps you would look blue yourDispatches
from
the
seat
of
war
in
yellow fever will surely visit that city, when
self if you were just about to be knocked
warn weather comes. A genuine case of yel- Afghanistan continue unfavorable to the Enon the head.”
low fever is reportedto have already occurred glish. The nativesare resorting to guerrilla
in New Orleans.
warfare,and the English, hampered by the inCause und Effect
Clarksville (Texas) telegram : “ An sufficiency of their transportation,are unable
to move promptly against predatory bands.
old feud of the Dillardsversus the Jones and
Cause and consequence are curiously
A dispatch from St. Petersburg says illustratedby the recent record of the
Murphy factions culminated to-night Two
the
mortality statistics of the oityshow that
Dillards and two friends met Henry Jones and
York Assembly.
prominent
friend near Jones’ bridge Both partieswere the typhus is increasingin violence. Spotted
State officer has a daughter very sick
fully armed The firing began at short range typhus is also prevalent There have boen two
with shot-guns and pistols. Jones was in- fetal cases of the Siberian plague ..... Advices by reason of striped stockings. A bill
stantlykilled,and Dillard was fatally wounded from India state that the people oC Cashmere against the manufacture or sale of
Officers are panning the others. *
are dying of famine like flies, and at the present poisonous goods and garments was acrate of mortality the province will be nearly
cordingly drawn by him, and has been
An Atlanta (Ga.) dispatch says the depopulated
by toe end of tho year.
introduced into the Senate, with a good
6 office of the Bute Treasurer at the Capitol
.

air cells of the

lungs become

“I couldn’t do that.”

closed,

.

Eabriman’s Hotel, at Green Bay,

Wia^haa

i"

THE SOUTH;

stopping respiration.

The

made

appearance,
about a century ago, in Central Europe.
It became known in the United States
as early as the year 1843. Since then it
has prevailed,at different times, in
Massachusetts, Connecticut,New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Delaware, Virginia and the District of
Columbia. At the present time it prevails, so far as is known, in but two
places— on Long island and near Alexandria, Va. The disease is not governed, one way or the other, by changes
in the weather. Seasons and latitudes
are all one to it, so far as regards the
potency of either to check it. Not only
may a cow, after complete recovery from
the disease, transmit it to other cattle,
bat the disease itflof may lurk in the
system of an animal, in a latent form,
for months before it manifests itself.
Next to rinderpest, it is the most destructive disease known among cattle.
In 1859 the disease prevailed in Australia with fearful effect. Thousands of
cattle were swept away in a week. To
quarantine against the disease was impossible, as it seemed to break out at
every point. At length inoculationwas
tried. The pneumonia vaccine was obtained in a singular way, being generated first in one cow, then in another,
and lastly in a third before it was used.
First an animal was inoculatedwith the
matter which flowed from the diseased
lung; then a second animal inoculated
with vaccine obtained from the first,
and lastly, a third animal from that obtained from the second. The operation
was performed merely by saturating with
vaccine a small pellet of wool. An incision was then made in tho cow's tail
and the pellet placed in the cut. The
vaccine would absorb in a few minutes,
when tho wool would fall out, leaving
the wound free from irritation.Many
herds of cattle were inoculated in this
way, and it was believed by those who
tried it to have been in a measure effective. There is a difference of opinion,
however, among the authorities on the
subject, many holding the view of Dr.
Gadsden, that the only way to kill the
disease is to kill the cattle infected
with it.
disease

its first

The United Kingdom

_

_

never put it on 0 letter. Am
cheated out of my 3 cents in

back-

handed way?”
The crowd began to callout and jostle
her, but by a vigorous use of feet and
elbows she cleared the space again and
said;
I demand a new stamp ”
The olerk tried to explain how she
couldn’tget one in exchange, but she
“

!

interrupted
“

Have

:

I got to

get the rest of the

murder my

stomp?

child

and

!

I’ll

Never

never leave this windy till I hove 0 new
stomp to put on my letter to Thomas ”
The clerk tried to explain again, but
she brought the letter down with a
thump and said :
1

“ I leave this letter here. It is to

Thomas

in

three days you’ll hear from me
four big girls and three sons,
and when our family gets started on a
row we never stop for the biggest postoffice in America! ”
At dark last night the the clerk was
undecided.
doesn’t like to l>e
bluffed into going down for his small
change, but in the dim future he sees &
solemn procession,headed by a deterget

it in

and my

He

mined

marching down the cormake a vacancy in the ranks of
government.—Detroit Free Press.
old lady,

ridor to

The g&s wells of East Liverpool,
Ohio, furnish a continual supply of
light and heat to the town, and, as the
gas costs nothing, the street lamps are
never extinguished. It is used almost
exclusively for fuel, being conducted into the grates and stoves by pipes. For
twenty years this has been going on,
and there are no indicationsthat the
supply of gas is giving out
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Port Huron. If he doesn’t
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In the Year 1878.
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CHICAGO.
In the year 1878 there were 1,152,525 Bxkyk»— Choice flmded Steers ..... 4 60 a
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births registered in the United KingMedium to Fair ..........
. 8 90 a
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Good to Choice Spring Ex . 3 75 a
33,881,966 in the middle of tjiat year. Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............
. 92
No. 3 Spring ..............
The deaths registered in the United
, SO

per 1,000 population. The natural increase of population by exc^ss of births
over deaths was 436,360, or 49,242 less
than the excess in 1877. The actual
increase of population in 1878 cannot
New
bo ascertained, owing to there being no
complete records showing the balance
between emigration and immigration.
Ihe Board of Trade report ike emigration from the United Kingdom in 1878
of 113,439 persons of British origin, being an increase of 25 per cent, over the
prospect of passage. It is not often unusually small emigration of 1877.
was the soeue of a bloody tragedy,the parties
A Criminal’sRevery.
that stockings get into legislation.
The increase in 1878 was 22 per cent,
being CoL Robert A Alston, a member of the
Two Chicago desperadoes,Lamb and
Legislature,and Oapt Ed Cox, of DeKalb
in English, 34 in Scotch, and 27 in Irish
county. Alston fired three shots, and Cox two. Freeman, were arraigned for the murSunstruck.
emigrants.Of the 113,439 British emiAlston wm shot in the right temple, the ball
der of Police Officer Race. Freeman
grants of 1878 there were 54,065 who
“
Sam,
wharfo’
am
de
’casion*
ob
yer
passing through the brain. Cox was shot in
turned State’s evidence,and, on his testhe mouth and through the left hand Alston
sore nose?” “Ise been sunstruck, left for the United States, 36,057 for
timony, his associate in crime was conis dead. Cox is not seriously hurt’'
Clem.” “Dasso? How kim de visita- the Australiancolonies, and 10,677 for
victed and i% now under sentence of
GENERAL;
tion?” “Well, yer see, dat boy Rem -British North America, each of these
death. A newspaper reporter visited
numbers showing a marked increase
Sidney Dillon has been re-elected Freeman’s ceU immediately after the an’ me was heftin’ pnnkins last night,
over the preceding year. The mean
and
Rem
p’inted
one
to’rds
me
rathPresident of the Union Pacific railroad
jury had rendered their verdict, and
er sprightly, an’ dar’s de record ob de temperature of 1878, as shown at GreenThe National Butter, Cheese and Egg found him engaged in writing a letter
wich Observatory,exceeded the averc’lisiou.”
Aawfktionbis J^tkeld an interesting three- expressinghis feelings on the subject.
age in every one of the first ten months
days’ session In Ohicaga About 200 delegates
A copy was obtained for publication, The example of Memphis is proving of the year, but there was a marked dewere in attendance.
and is as follows
infections across the river in Arkansas,
ficiency in November and December;
The decision of the Reno Court of
Sitting in my gloomy cell this night of where the counties are having the Legthe mean for the year was 49.7 deg., or
Inquiry, recently in session at Chicago, has nights, waitingfor a verdict that is either to islature take away their corporate powL2 deg. above the last thirty-seven
decide
that
I am the greatest villain on earth
been promulgated After giving a history of
or that my once coihradoJohn Lamb Is the ers in order to avoid payment of the years’ average. The rainfall at Greencold-blooded murderer of a noble, upright, bonds issued by them in aid of rail- wich in 1878 amounted to 29.2 inches
honorable man, shot down in his tracks while roads.
measured on 166 days; this rainfall ex-
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“But you’ll have to! This is the
stamp I bought of you! Look for
yourself and see. I make oath that I
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FROM THE STATE CAPITAL.
$ f • /'-ff-f-gi? U
4

then repeat the same insane sin against
the

^

God

When

Where Hast Thou CHeaned Te-tUy?

of love.
God says to u«, give

load, and
Ah, nevor true «rorl(iDantolled la rain,
E’en though he thrteredhie «eed with tear*;
Bright golden stalks and the (ull-earedgrain
In God’s “due season " for him appears !
Dear ChrisUan worker, what sheaf for you
Stands safely bound la the twUlght gray?
Thy soul drinks blosslA mitytlalli#ddw-J
Oh, tell us, where £i2(B thp p gl e an6d to-day?

1

'

Lansing, March

Me your

duty.

to confer certain powers uponm anufacturing companies; to amend the law relative to
laying out, altering, and discontinuingpublic
roads; to amend existing laws relative to Notaries Pnblio, and several private bills.

1879.

TOE TRAMP DILL.
The House occupied much of the

will help you, fie does not

release us from our share of

8,

end;
'

No

Housa. —Bills passed;

To

allow unknown

more does the atoning Saviour, when he
time last Wednesday in a discussionof
bears the guilt and penalty of our sins,
Mr.
Sawyer’s Tramp bill. A good many
release us from repentance of those sins
or from obeying1 Hia commandments. amendments were offered,and any quanGbd’s oiler is to lighten our loads by tity 6f criticism, but the House did not
putting His grace into our hearts and
reach a vote on the body of the bill.
underneath the load. His all-sufficient
The bill defines that any person going
grace is made perfect in our weakness.
about
from;place to place, and asking or
So that God really caries the load. It
Was the Christ m Paul who defied Nero subsisting on charity, shall be taken and
and conqured the devil. — Hcv. Theo. L. deemed a tramp. Any person of this
Cuyler, in the Independent.
class who shall ask for assistance of the

ALL SORTS.
Health is nerve, and nfcrve if man.
Fried Liver is the tender name of aa
Arizona mining village.

heirs to be made defendantsin proceedings in
English steel pens are almost excluchancery;relative to the duties of health offloers
sively made by women.
of cities and villages; to amend the law prohibiting the use of naphtha, or any product of coal
Last year in North Carolina 28,081
oil or petroleum,for lighting passenger oars; sheep were killed by dogs,
appropriating135,000 for normal schools....
Kansas City in 1878 erected 706
Joint resolutions were pa* sod asking Congress
u.
to make an appropriationfor the improvement buildings, at a cost of $1,040,000.
Has some fallow ground sprung green at last—
Does the stubble field its grace renew?
and deepening of tit Mary’s river; asking ConThere are nearly twice as many
Where brambleshadows have long o’eroast
gress to make an appropriationto improve the
Doth rude fence corner yiald treasuretoo?
harbor at the month of Kalamazoo river. . .In Greeks in Turkey as in Greece.
Where fiortowi aic4le, with ddge ho keen,
committee of the whole a bill ty protect logs,
Left naught of promlao in smiling May,
At Lyons, France, a book has been
timl>er and lumber while Abating on the waters
Humility’s fragrant petalslean—
of the titato was dheussed, and after some time woven in silk, letter-press and all
Oh, reaper,hast thou gleaned there to-day?
a favorable report was made.
An anti-treating society at Rochester,
in.
Wednesday, March 5.— Senate.— A great
Where Satan'sbriers the fingerswound
Tobacco.
poor authorities shall be asked to per- number of petitions npon all manner of sub- N. Y., has a large and increasing memK Have not your Ift^or- been all too brief?
Reraenibar, wfcera sharpes^thoifts are fo*na
During iho debate in the United form labor iii return, and if the tramp jects were presented.... Bills wore passed: bership.
Stands fichlstblossom for ftfastefs sheaf
Twenty-seven corpses were cremated
States Senate boncariiingthe. proposed refuses or neglects ^tp. perform such Relative to the salary of Judges of Probate; to
Yet there'h precious grate ffa ev’fy field—
labor he shall bo fined and imprisoned. authorise the surveyingand establishing of un- in Milan last year, at a cost of about 76
reduction
of
the
tax
on
tobacco,
Senator
No scythe sweeps wholly, though swung for aye!
For thousands of sweets the harvest yield—
Bayard said that 10,000,000people in The bill provides that tramps who enter survoyod lands; to amend the law of 18<5 rela- cents each.
tive to eertaiu rights or privileges to persons
Say. Christian,where hast thou gleaned to-day?
this country use that article, and that it premises against the will of the owner, who are taxpayersbut not qualified voters in
The attempt of the Chinese to becan be produced in almost every county or shall kindle fires in buildings,on school distnota; to promote tho early extension come permanent residentsof thirf counE'en Job returned from the close mown vale
in the country. The truth of the last land, or in the highways, between May of the Menominee River railroad through tho try looks like amisqueneji'
More richly laden than joyful Ruth;
half of this statement we will not pre- 1 and Dec. 1, or carry dangerous Menomineeiron range; to provide for the preFor him. where others thought crop would fail.
This is the coldest winter rememparation and distributionof tho Legislative
Flashed gems of wisdom and pearlsof truth
tend to doubt, but we believe the Sen- weapons, or threaten to injure persons Manual....A joint resolutionwas passed for bered in Ireland. Birds have been disWhen ih stubble field Of affliction tried,
ator has underestimated the number of or property, or procure food, clothing or tho relief of tho Chicago and Lake Huron Rail- covered eating each other.
IJke grand old Daniel, we’ll often pray
The angel of mercy will walk beside,
consumers by at least 2,000,000 to 3.000,- other property by threats or force, shall road Company.
At the present rate of increase of the
And bind our sheaves at its closingday!
House.— Bills passed: Relative to trials of
000. In the United ^States the amount Ite punished by fine and imprisonment.
—ChrintUm at Work.
Slav race, Russia will, have 300,000,000
lasnesof
fact;
to
organize
Crawford
county.
of tobacco produced in 1877 '-•was: ’Diis bill or a similar one ought to become
... .In oommittee of the whole the Tramp bills of inhabitantsin fifty years,,
Taxed tobacco, in the leaf, 135,000,000 a law at this session of the Legislature.
Words for The Weary.
woro considered.A substitutewas pasacd,
An Alabama poultry-fancierhas chMr.
Mosher,
of
Hillsdale
county,
also
pounds; in cigars, 20,000,000 pounds ; in
Opening into one of those chapters cigarettes,500,000 pounds ; untaxed to- has a bill before the House upon this which, in substance, is tho same as tho Vermom ained a beautiful fowl by a cross beand VS isconsln Tramp laws. A bill' was also
of Isaiah— that are as full of nourish- bacco, say, 40,000,000 pounds— making subject, which is not so severe in tone passed in committoe which provides that no tween a guinea and a turkey.
ment as a wheat-field—our eye lighted a total of no less than 195,500,000 and punishmentas the bill introduced peisjn shall keep or maintain any slaughter
Three-fourths of all the tobacco
upon this passage: “The Lord God pounds. But of this great amount by Mr. Sawyer. These bills are mod- house or yard witliintwenty rods ot any publio consumed in Great Britain is purchased
highway
hath given me the tongue of the learned, there were 11,500,000 pounds of manu- eled after the Tramp laws in other
Thursday, March fi — Senate.— HUla were by poor people in half ounces. 1
that I should know how to speak a word factured tobacco exported,which leaves States. I think the people of this
Watertown, N. Y., reports thirty-one
passed: To legalize certainbonds issued in
in season to him that is weary.” This a balance of 184,000,000pounds for State demand the prompt enactment
Midland county; to amend chapter 189, laws of snow-storms since Dec. 19 last, in which
set us to thinking about the rcatfulneas consumption. Estimating our popula- of a stringentTramp law. The tramp 187B, relativeto trial of issues of faoU; to or120 iuohes of snow have fallen.
of God’s word and of Christ’s support- tion at 45,000,000, we find that for each nuisar ce has become unbearable. Those ganize Crawford county.
rumor from 'Paris hints" that
ing grace. A very differentthing is head the average consumption is over who will not work should not eat.
House.— Tho House, on motion ofs Mr. Bewmother-of-pearl
will be used for the orthis from dreamy indolence. God abhors
four pounds per annum. Assuming There are two kinds of poor people in yor, voted to reconsider the vote by which the namentation of eveoiing dresses.
the idle man as a monster, and laziness that three-fifths,at least, of our popula- tliis world— God’s kind and the devil’s House refusedto pass House bill No. »l, which
The three men oharged with the muros a cardinal sin. But rest is n;ofconly tion are women and children, we have kind. The latter class seriously threat- was reconsideredand the motion tabled for thfa
purpose of further amending.
der
of Lord Leitrim have been rerefreshing, but invigorating, The far- biit 18,000,000 adults, of
ens
the
overthrow
of
republican
instinot
Both houses adjourned at noon to allow the leased on bail and their trial is postmer’s noonday hour under the shady more than 5,000,000 do not use tobacco tutions in this country. The danger
Republicans to attend the Republican State poned.
tree refits him for the hot afternoon’s in any form. This leaves us 13,000,000 must be met and removed.
Convention— the Senate until 10 o’clock to-mortoil in the harvest-field. Nothing fits an
OPPOSITION TO THE NORMAL SCHOOL.
The workingmen of New Zealand
persons who consume yearly fifteen and
row, and the House until 7:30 in tho evening.
army for battle like a good night’s sleep two-thirdspounds, or very nearly five
The Normal School Appropriation
Friday, March 7.— senate. —A resolution have petitioned the Assembly of that,
and a full morning meal. If tome “ter- ounces a week apiece. -It* is very diffi- 1 bill in the House developed much op- passed invitingPresident Angell, of the uni- provinceto have the immigration of the
rible toilers* would oftener halt and cult to secure data showing the actual position to that institution.Some of versity,to lecture before tho Legislature on the Chinese cheeked.
rest, they would live the longer. ‘
quantity of smoking tobacco brought to the opponents of the school contended relation of the university to tho State — The
In the Old Bailey Court London,
All around us ore multitudes of weary taxation each year, for the simple reason that the originaldesign of its founders bill providing for the incorporation of benevo- the atmosphere is so full of dirt that
people. They are tired out with life’s that no such record is kept by the Com- was to make it a training school jor lent societiespassed,and the Senate adjourned the wigs of the lawyers become grimy,
to Monday evening.
daily battle, with bearing the heat and missioner of Internal Revenue, and the common-school teachers; whereas, for
House.— In the ilonso tho bill reorganizing like the wool of sheep.
burden of the day. Some carry a great data derived from the total quantity of some years, many of the higher branches the judiciary circuits and creating throe new
It has been proposed in tho Texas
load of care as to how they .shall make tobacco brought to taxation is defective, ; anJ four of the dead languages have ones passed in committeeof tho whole, bnt
Legislaturethat the. State fit up a printState's expense.
both ends meet, and how they shall as growers of leaf can use it free of tax. been taught at
was tabled ____ The bill relative to the assess- ing office in which deaf mutes shall be
“foot” the bills for rent, food and rai- Members of Congress, in their speeches Again, but few, if any, of the Normal ment and collection of taxes in Kalamazoo
employed on State printing.
ment. Others are worn out with anxie- at Washington, have variously estimated graduates ever teach in the common township,authorizingthe Supervisors to bo
It is proposed to celebrate at Pompaid
more
tbau
tho
statute
rates,
passed....
ties. A burden of spiritual despondency the quantity of leal used by producers schools of the State: the yfting men
There was some filibusteringon tho motion to peii this summer tho 1,800th anniverweighs down "Brother Little-Faith” and and others without being tax-paid. The either teach in the Union schools or adjourn under tho standing rule till Monday
“Mrs. Much-Afraid” Another has highest estimatewas 60,000,000 pounds, enter the professions. The young evening. There were five or six divisionsof sary of the destructionof that city by
marry tho House, and any amount of rising votes an eruption from Vesuvius.
grown tired of waiting for success in but the Revenue Department deems ladies are pretty sure
A negro in Houston county, Ga., bit
life rather than be- were taken, but adjournment was finally
his labors,and ii tempted to throw down this largely in excess of the quantity so early
the finger of one of his colored fellowso-called
“old-maid school- carried.
his seed-bag and sickle in sheer despair. used. It is interestingto note that the
Monday, March 10.— Both houses of the
Others still are weary of waiting for re- average consumption of tobacco for ma’ams.” The taxpayersare giving two Legislature mot at half past 8 in tho evening, citizens some time ago. A bone felon
cognized answers to prayer.
each head of the population in Ger- men at Ypsilanti $1,800 each per year pursuant to tho adjournment Numerous peti- formed in tho finger, inflammation set
For all these tired and burdened many in 1877 did not fall short of six to teach dead languages.They also tions were presentedasking for a prohibitory in, and the bitten negro died.
A bill introduced iu the Rhode
hearts Jesus, the relief-bringer,has His pounds. In England the annual aver- pay for the same kind of work at Ann liquor law, for district Superintendents of
they should run two Schools, from citizens of Detroit asking for the Island Senate requires all ballots in naword in season. To the Christianwith age for each person is nearly a pound Arbor.
Greek and Latin shops (within a few passage of a boultrardbill, for a reform tional, State and town elections to be
a small purse He says: “Your life con- and a half. In France nearly everybody
school, for tho reduction of interest to 7 per
miles
of each other, too,) at public ex- cent., asking the passage of House bill 60, and on clear white paper, and to be inclosed
sisteth not in the abundance of things smokes, and in Holland more money
is said to be spent on tobacco than on pense is * problem which they cannot asking tho right to appeal from Justice courts in envelopes before they are placed in
ye possess. I counsel ye to buy of
solve. The truth is there is much limited cases involving more than |10U. After the
•
gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest bread. Indeed, it may be accepted as a
a half-hoursession, adjourned.
rivalry between the Normal School and
be rich. At My right hand are treas- fact that tobacco is more generally
A San Francisco man, whose busiMichigan Republican I’laUorm.
ures forevermore.”Only think how used than any other single article of the University, the former wishing to
ness partner publicly charged him witft
Followingis the platform of tho Republicans,
rich a man is who has a clean conscience commerce consumed by man. Cocoa, appear as smart as the latter.
overdrawing his account, etc., has obTHE
GOVERNORS
SALARY.
adopted
at the State Convention:
it
is
computed,
is
used
by
50,000,000
here and heaven hereafter. To the
tained a verdict for $3,000 damages
The House, the other day, spent some
Hrmhrd, That ihe Republican party, hav- against him in & suit for slander, after a
doubting and desponding Jesus says: human beings, coffee by 150,000,000,
“Fear not, little flock. It is My Father’s hashish by 300,000,000,opium, in one time in discussing a propositionto in- ing redeemed its pledge to make the greenback ten-days’ trial.
dollar worth 100 cents in gold or stiver, and
good pleasure to give you the king- form or another,by 400,000,000,Chi- crease the salary of the Governor from having given to the country a safo, flexiblecurLewis G. Goldsmith,of Boston, prodom.” There is a wonderful restfulness nese tea by 500,000,000, and tobacco by $1,000 to $3,000 per annum. Of course, rency, well adaptedto the industrial needs of tho poses to make a tour of the world in &
the
proposition,
to
accomplish
anytning,
people,
wo,
therefore,
oppoie
any
radical
for worried hearts in this single assur- 800,000,000 persons— Exchange.
must be submitted to a vote of the tax- change in onr prejent financialsystem, and boat only eighteen and a half feet long,
ance: “Lo! I am with you always.”
confratulatotho country on tho successfulre- six feet wide and three feet deep. His
payers of the State. With their apThis may bo called Christ’srichest and
A Leg Worth More than a Man.
sumption of specie payments, and on the signs wife and a mate will be his only comproval the increase in salary could and of returning prosperityin all branches of busisweetest promise. The believer who
A widow, whose husband, a mechanic, would be made. The salaries of other
panious.
ness.
lives on that promise can often sing :
has been killed in a railway accident, State officersare also far too small, but
Rewired, That wo invite in this electlonjtho
Recent legal decisions in Wisconsin
co operation of all men of whatever former
obtains a judgment of $5,000 damages
I am never lonely
it is thought best to get half a loaf at a
and
Illinois hold that when the views of
While Jesus standeth by.
against the railroad company. The time. These matters will all be made party affiliation, and who are in favor of financial honoitv and a safe audsound basis for tho
a parent and a teacher in a publio
His presence always cheers me;
same court gives a verdict for $15,000 right in the course of a few years.
I know that He is nigh.
business of tho country.
school differ os to tho studies of a pupil,
to a man who lost his leg in the same
NEW
LAWS.
the decision of the parent must preFriendless?No. not friendless;
smash-up. The widow of the mechanic
The following is a list of the more imFor Jesus Is my friend.
vail.
Round, Gagged and Robbed.
thereupon goes to the Judge, and pro- portant acts which have been passed up
I change; but He remaineth
The latest inventionis that of a
A brother to Uie end.
tests against the injustice of his deManchester, N. H., lias been greatly exto the present time :
Pittsburgh
(Pa.) man, who, from much
cision. “Is a ieg,” she asks, worth
Releasing witnesses from giving bail in cited lately over a very bold robbery. Tho
Tired? No. not tired;
service as pall-bearerat funerals, has
While leaning on His breast
tflree times as much as a whole man ? ” criminal cases.
affair is, in many respects, similar to the
My soul hath full enjoyment
Relating to estrays, amended.
And the Judge responds: “ The denow-famouscase of Cashier Barron, of turned his experience to practical acOf His eternal rest.
Antiotam National Cemetery, facilitatingtranscision is perfectly equitable. A man fer to the United States.
Dexter, Me. At 4 o’clock in the morn- count by inventing an apparatus for
lowering bodies into the grave.
The most common cause of weariness who has lost a leg cannot replace it with
Watercourses,ditches, drains,section 1,799 ing Edmund R. Ingalls,Treasurerof the
is the attempt to carry an overload of another as good, even for $15,000. But Compiled Laws repealed.
The children of C ambridgo celetown of Candia, was gagged in his
Boards of Healtn.act amended.
care. And this is not a wise forethought widow with $5,000 can easily get a new
house,
and
$3,700
stolen
from
his
safe. brated the 72d birthday of the poet
Vaccine furnishedby Boards of Health.
for the future or a proper providence for husband, and a much better one, probjongfellow by giving him a chair from
Mackinawand Marquette railroad land grant. Mr. Ingalls bad been writing on the
life’s “ rainy day.” It is sheer worry. ably, than the one she has lost.”
Judicial proceedingsin other States and coun- town books until 1 o’clock, when ho the wood of the old horse-chestnutuntries, act amended.
The word in season for such overloaded
blew out the light and went to bed with der whose shade “ The Village BlackForeclosureof mortgages,act amended.
History Repeats Itself.
Christians, who toil along life’s highhis wife and child in the front part of smith” had his smithy. ^
Justices' Courts, section 1,871 Compiled Laws
way like jaded packhorses, is this:
the house. Soon after retiring, nearing
Pilot William Underwood, of the amended.
London Spectator believes it to be
“ Cast thy burden on the Lord, and Ho steamer A. C. Donnlly, which was reState swamp lands in Gratiot county to bo re- a suspicious noise, he got up, dressed for less desirable that woman should
.
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A

whom

me

to

in

come

Why

Me

boxes.

we will only cently burned in the Ohio river, repeatdrop everything that is sinful and ed literallythe alleged exploit which
superfluous in the way of worry, He embalmed Jim Bludso in deathless
will enable us to carry the legitimate rhyme. Underwood headed his boat

stored to

load. One more word for the weary is
for the shore, ran her aground, stayed at
“ Cast your care on Him, for He oareth the wheel until the pilot-housewas in
for you.” The literalmeaning of this flames around him and the passengers
tonic text is : He has you on His heart. were all ashore, then jumped from the
What an inspiring, gladdening thought! upper deck into the river, swam ashore,
The Infinite God from His everlasting and escaped with his life. The heroes
throne has poor, little sinful me on His of poetry are not so much above the livdivine heart ! My load is not a feather
ing man after all.
to Him. He knows my frame; He remembers that I am but dust. Like as
The mania for spending large sums in

Cnurches and religioussocieties, act amended.
Blanks furnishedby AuditorGeneral to Commissionersof Highways, act amended.
Courts held by Justices, section 5,414 Compiled Laws amended.
Incorporatedcompanies, mining, smelting,
etc., act amended.
County officers, salaries of.
Reform School, deficiency appropriation.
JOINT RESOLUTIONS.
Adulterationof honey, preventionof.
Harbor of refuge at Mackinaw Island, asking
appropriationfor.
Lighthouse on Whalesback.point
Sugar, tariff on.
Adulterationof sugar, to prevent
Homesteads rights to settlers en railroad

:

a father pities his children, so the

Lord

pitieth us poor weaklings.He says to

:

and big guns still obtains in Italy.
The forts around Spezia are now receiving a supply of 100-ton guns cast at
Turin, to be placed so as to command
the entrance of the vast harbor. Spezia
itself is a miserable hole, not worth the
powder and shot intended to protect it,
even if it could be protectedagainst any
forts

me your burdens.” He
Noah and all the precious
freight in the ark; He who suppliedthe
widow’s waning cruse of oil; who put
Peter to sleep in the dungeon and
calmed Paul in the roaring tempest—
He says to me: “ Roll your anxieties
of the larger European navies.
over on Me. , I have you on My
heart.” What fools we are when we
One-third of Chicago’spopulation is
strap the load more tightly and deter- German, and a nearly equal proportion
mine that nobody shall carry it but of the public-schoolteaching is done in
us

who

“

Give

piloted

ourselves!

Suppose that

wagon overtakes
. him. The kind driver calls out : u Ho!
my friend ; yon look tired. Throw that
pack into my wagon. I am going your
way.” But the silly wayfarer, eying
him suspiciously,as if he wished to
steal it, churlishlyreplies : “ Go along
with you. I can cany my own luggage."
We laugh at this obstinate folly, and
on

_

a sultry day,

_

German language. The Board of
Educationproposes to exclude all lanthe

a weary, foot-sore trav-

eler were trudging along an up-hill road

_

market

shall sustain thee.” If

and

a

guages except English from the schools,
unless taught simply as accomplishments,
and the Germans are holding public
meetings in opposition to the measure.

lands, tj secure.
Lake 8t Clair, channel improvement, appropyiation asked.

TOO FREQUENT ADJOURNMENTS.
Both houses adjourned from Friday
noon until Moiday night. These ad-

Xm.

is

an excellent scholar, and

lately produced some charming stanzas

on the occasion of a wellknown photographervisiting Rome to
in Latin

take pictures of the Curia.

room

to

investigate. He had, he says, gone but
a few steps, when the light of a darklantern was flashed fuU in his face, and
at the same instant two men, who were
not masked, but whom ho thinks he cannot recognize, sprung out from tho
darkness and bound and gagged him.
They then handcuffed him and led him
to the barn, where they tied him to a
stanchion. They left him in this position and went to the house, where they
consummated the robbery, Mrs. Ingalls
discoveredher husband in about half an
hour, by which time he was very weak.
A police officerbroke the bracelets from
his wrists, and he was put to bed. The
thieves obtained an entrance by boring
through the door, and took the money
from a bureau drawer, leaving $800 untouched under his pillow. His gold
watch and considerablesilverwarewere
also taken.

journttentsare becoming^ quite too frequent and .too l^ng. There is no excuse for them. The members are not
overworked. This Legislature, although
better than some others, will cost the
Russian Loss in the War with Turkey.
tax-payers of the state many thousands
The Russian General Staff is publishof dollars for time wasted. The public
business of the session might oe trans- ing an official history of the TnrcoRussian war. It appears from the reacted in mnch less time. G. W. H.
ports collected for the work that 129,471
Russian soldiers of all ranks lie bnried
Proceedings of the Legislature.
Tuesday, March 4.— Senate.— A large num- in the Balkan peninsula. Apart from
ber of petitions were -presentedupon different that, of 120,950 men sent back to Russia
subjects..
»
A concurrentreeomuon
resolution was passed, as sick and wonnded, 42,950 have allen the Legislatureadjournsat noon, on ready died. The total of dead makes
that when
March 6, it stav adjourned until Monday, thus 172,400 men, exclusive of those
March 10, at 8:30 p. m.... Bills passed: to who have succumbed in Asia Minor.
preventthe infection of foot-rot among sheep:
to more fully define the process anddntiesof
The whole manhood lies in the brain
ProsecutingAttorneys; to amend an act in regard to executions of deeds by the Auditor Geo- and nerve system.
.

L30

himself, and went into the back

.

.

directly vote upon political questions
than that she should retain those delicate considerations in

the minds and

manners of men which she now

re-

quires.

Police surveillance

in Berlin has bestringent that masqueraders
who assume the attire of knights,bandits and similar characters ire forbidden
to carry the swords and other weapon*
that belong to their costumes, without
a special permit.

come so

During a

debate in the Maine Lega lawyer sneeringly remarked to a journalist who had
the floor that it was the function of editors “ to ferret out rogues and thieves.”
Whereupon the editor mildly rejoined
that It was “ the function of lawyers to
defend rogues and thieves.”

islature,the

other day,

Count Moltke has directedthe Genmake the Afghan war a subject of special study. The German war
eral Stall' to

office follows the events in Afghanistan
with unremittinginterest, and a particular department h^s been instituted
to take notice of what is going on and
to report regularly to Count Moltke upon
the progressof the campaign.

The secret of a 14 haunted” boose at
Newbnrgh, N. Y., which was supposed
to be the resort of a termagant wife’s

..

___

_____

_

_

•

_

revealed,and proves to be that
two cats and a dog had been imprisoned
in the attic, and the supposed supernatural noises were occasioned by their
simply having it out with each other
starvation, and, finally, grim death.
spirit, is

sumption, Catarrh, Asthma, Headache
and Nervousnessl The old gentleman
has means which make him independent,
and he employs his time and money In a
very laudable enterprise, He sends the
fecfpe
free to any person sending
g for it,
itt
with Instructionsfor preparingand using,
requiringonly that the party so sending
enclose u stamp to pay the postage. He
lias now distributed over one million of
thi«e recipes,and in this part many have
been cured by the use of the same. It is
said to be very reliable, and those who
are troubled with any of those diseases
would do well to address the philanthropic
old gentleman, and have a trial of the
recipe, which has cured so many.
20-ly-e o w

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, March loth, 1879.
CRBTAEY SH5BXA17

S£

IS

DOING WHAT

GHEBNBAOKEES CONTENDED

TfiC

POE.
Hon. WlllUm D. Kelloy, of Penmylva*
ture written ns tollows

ntn, is credited to

under dnte of Peb. 15:

to n rattn In Maitie

‘'Your position
sUmed and mean
to

is

that which

I

have

as*

to mnintnlnin the house,
wilt that the establishment of equiva-

and

lency between metalic money
greenbacks is the

result, not

of the

Additional prat

of the government to maintainspecie pay-

in

payment of customs duties, tendering

to

it

Now

that

we

cheerfullyaccept, because if (the green-

of the views held

by Mr.

self,

Stephens,

In the most beautiful sliadesand colors, with the buttons to match the goods.

my-

These Goods must be seen to be appreciated, and are offered so cheap that they are within
the reach of anybody.
Sheeting bleached and

The Tidy Housewife.

unbleached Calicoes In endless variety from the Cheapest

to

the Best.

and others: indeed, 1 may say by a
The careful tidy housewife, when she

majority of the house, when the senate, by
insisting

and

OF

BROCADE DRESS GOODS,

and lungs. Prepared by John P. Lee,
more easily handled. cor. Halsteadand Harrison sirs, Chicago,
and is for sale at Schouten & Wesi veer’s
Secretory Sherman's resumption scheme is
drugstore. Price 50 cts. and $1. 30-6m
a perfect demonstration
of the correctness
is

_

CHEAP CASH STORE
vT. H-A-IRRIITa-TOIT,
?
A Handsome variety of

back) will perform ail the functions that

gold coin will and

ever before offered in the State of Michigan
at the

are having changeable

weather, and almost everybody has a "bad
cold" you will do well to remember the
virtue of Macalister's Cough Mixture,the
best in the market for coughs, colds, asthma, spitting of blood, influenza, whooping cough, and all diseases of the throat

which they

interest on the bonds,

the time to buy your Clothing cheaper than

___

the creditors of the government in pay-

ment of

is

A.TL.BO

ments, bat of the fact that it accepts the
greenback as money and r»«elves it

Now

E.

the

ability

GREENBACKS AT PAR.

is

FRENCH

giving her house ils spring cleaning,

upon paying the interest in coin,

should bear

collecting the coin for that purpose

in

COLOGNE. — The

finest and cheapest in the Market.

mind that the dear Inmates

of her house are more precious than
through the custom-house,created the dishouses, and that their systems need
parity between the two kinds of money.

A NOVELTY — A kid glove cleaner. In a few minutes you can make your kid glove
like new. Come and examine our celebrated Badger State Shawls.

cleansing by purifying the blood, regulating the stomach and bowels to prevent
senate is what called into being the gold and cure the diseases arising from spring
room and all it signifies, what has made malaria and miasma, and she should know
that there is nothing that will do it so
American commerce little better than a
perfectly aud surely ns Hop Bitters, the
system of gambling, and, finally, by de- purest and best of all medicines. See
stroying the men of enterprise and toil, other column.

look

This blunder or crime on the part of the

and concentratingtheir property in the
hands of those who were able to lend
money on mortgage,or to invest when

A

For the speedy cure of Consumption
and all diseases that lead to it, such as

stubborn Coughs, neglectedColds, Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Asthma, pain in the
to surpass in its possessions that of Great side and chest, dry hacking cough, tick
Britain.” Mr. Kelly is known as the most ling in the throat, Hoarseness. Bore Throat
pronounced Republican Greenbacker in and all chronic or lingering diseases of the
throat and lungs, Dr. King't yew Discovery
the United States, and is a prominent has no equal and has established for itself

A CENTS WANTED

A

American plutocracy, which promises

member of

wide reputation. Many leading
physiciansrecommend and use it in their

the House of Representatives. a world

ing in

its

A

disaster,appall-

terrible fatality,

and heavy in the

financial loss it has caused, has fallen up-

on the City of

Gloucester, which previ-

ously contained far more than the usual
proportion

ro<ftK

THE INDUSTRIAL

Michigan.

Holland,

Wishes

to Inform the cltirensof Holland and
vicinity that he has removed his stock of
GROCERIES in the Jewelry store of

Being a completehlitorv of all the Importantin
dnctricflof imerica. InclndingAgricultural,Mechanical, Manafacioring, Mining, Commercial and
other enterprisee.

of widows and orphans, and

2

.

ln-V0w.— $3.50.

came roaring down upon the George’s
fleet. About fifty vessels occupied the
most dangerous positions, and of this
number it is feared that fourteen were
lost.

If ail that is feared did happen, one

hundred and forty-six men, the husbands

of forty-onewives* and the fathers of
nearly 100 children, and property which
cannot be replaced for less than $75,000
was swallowed up by the raging waters.

We
I

tioner give notice to the persons Interested in said
estate, of the pendency of said petition and the
hearing thereof,by causing a copy of this order to
he published in the "Holland Cinr News, " a
newspaperprintedaud circulated in said County
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter. of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and said day of hearing.
A true copy, lAtteet.)SAMUEL L. TATE.
all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve
Judge of Probate.
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction

The people

their danger, the

disoatchesfor the past two or three days

Onb

of the finest preparationsfor the

Hair we ever got acquaintedwith

is

H. C.

MATRAU,

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

people are left homeless. The fate of

Chicago & West Michigan

Szegedin may be profitablyconsideredby

RAILROA-L,

tem of levees on the Mississippi. That no
such system can be permanentlysale

is

ap-

parent to any reasonable person, and the

Szegenin disaster aflords confirmatory
proof of this fact, which should not be
disregarded. The only real safety for a
region which ties below the freshet
ia to find better outlets for the water

freshets collect,— not to confine

Chicago Depot,

Holland, Mich.
7-1

v

$ew
A. L.

^dverttemrotis.

HOLME'-,

W. F.

HARRIS.

thus

increase the destructive power of the sur-

• -

plus floods.— C%». Tima.

Giorgs Peabody and Socialism,

Some people imagine that rich met^are
becoming more wedded to riches, more
aggressive in the acquisition of wealth, at

A. L. Holmes A Co.
Mauufactnreraof and dealora in

Slippers, Etc. Etc.
at

No. 74 Washington street,

- -

the expense of )Ue working classes. Hence

Grand Haven,

the agitation in favor of Socialism. There
may be grounds for Ibis imagination, but
we have yet in our mid»t our Peter Coopre’s, our George Peabody’s aud our Miss
Nightingale’s—who think more of the
welfare of the strugglingclasses, than
many are aware of, and who employ their
time and money in extending good to as
many as possible in their declining yearn.
One of those is an old retired physician by
the name of 4. P. Mountain, whose td
dress is Ogdensburg, N. Y.% who has had
placed in hitj minds a simple cure for Con-

Having but recently formed our co partnership,
we wish to inform onr fellow citlaens of Grand
Haver and surroundingtowna that we hare a fine
stock of Ready Made Gooda of all dcscripllona,
which we offer for rale cheap. How ever,

Mich.

will realain onr Specially.

EVER MADE.

SioTHi

done on

sliort notice.

A. L.
Giund Havzn,

HOLMES & CO.

Mich. March 1st.

187?.

4L-tf

P.
A

&

STEKETEE.

A.

large line of new Spring Style Calicoes and a
splendidlot of Ginghams, also

the Drugstore,Holland, Mich.

fine Dress Goods,
Spring Styles.

lot of

new

Sklft*, Balmorals.Sheetings—bleached and unbleached—In endlets variety.

-ALSO—
An Immense lot

fiiist,

k!i, Loch

Buttii Efiiftt Forks,

of Flannels, In all colors,and of
differentprices.

of other Bitters,being the greatest Blood Purifier, Liver Regulator, and Life and Health RestoringAgent on earth. No disease or ill
health can possibly long exist where these Bitten are used, so varied and perfect are their
operations.
They give now life and vigor to the aged and
infirm.To ail witose employmentscause irregularityof the bowels or urinary orgaus, or
who tequlrean Appetizer,Tonfc and mild
Stimulant, these Bitters are Invaluable, being
highly curative, tonic and stimulating, without
intox'cating.
No matter what yonr feelings or symptoms
are, what the diseaseor ailment Is. use Hoj
Bitters. Don't wait until you are sick, but 1
you oidy feel had or miserable, use the Bitters
at once, it may save your life. Hnndreds
have been saved oy *o doing.
will be paid for a case they will not cure or
help.
Do not suffer yourjelf or let yonr friends
suffer,but ase and urge them to use Hop
Bitters.
Remember, Hop Bitters is no vile, drugged,

GOODS,

AND FARMERS’
TOOLS,
ALSO—
—

Triple Plated Silver,German Slvor, Brittanla,Albata, Star Stool.Table and Teaspoons.

drannen nostrum, but the Purest aud Best
Medicine ever made; the ••Invalid’s Friend
and Hope," and no person or family should be
without them. Try the Bitters to-day.
TRY HOP COUGH CURE AND PAIN RELIEF.

Mrs.

A

Bail,

class Soaps in large quanlllies.

Potts'* Polishing Irons.
lout, Sttare, Hoop Iroo, &Mill

Our IO

Machine and Carriage Bolta,NaU.Washers.Rivets,
Wagon Skeins, Seat Springs, Drag Teeth. Toecalks, Horseshoes, and Nalls, Stake Rings,
Ferrules, Cockeyes,Whlffle-tree Clips,
Etc., Etc.. Etc.

and

Double Ender.

M

fr

on Ih West

Met,

cts.

Tea beats everything.

JumI Received Fresh

GARDEN
SEEDS
’
FLOWER SEEDS.
and REID’S

GALVANIZED Pipe,

Valves,Wellpoints, and their

Ltnoat

Files

at Wholesale Rates.

WROUGHT

also

complete line of Groceries, which arc
always kept fresh by continual arrival. Dobbins' and other first-

Orapmd
Flat,

SHOES and RUBBER

A large stock of HOOTS.

Carpenters’, Masons’*

Mandrake and Dandelion,—the oldest,best and
most valuable medicinesin the world and con
tain all the best and most curative properties

Globe

fittings.

P.

Holland. Feb.

&

A.

STEKETEE.

1879.

8,

A new

kind of file for
Carpenters, ami others. Come and
see them.

Patent Firebacks at 55 cents.

BABBItT2METAL#
Tin and Coppcrware made and repaired to Order.

WATCHES

!

Great Reduction in Prices of

ELGIN WATCHES,

Clover,

Timothy and Garden

seeds on

hand.

Thankful for past favors, I shall endeavor to serve my customers, to their
satisfactionat the lowest

rates.

1-tf

Stem and Key-Winding Wntchea,Silver Cases,

ERRORS

Movements

ONLY
—

Quality of work guaranteed,and repairing

MEL19.

Just received at

(next door to P. & A. Steketee.) a full stock of

Fins

Custom Hade Goods

C.

Hod Bitters aretbe Pmtaiiil Beat Bitters

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

BOOTS & SHOES,

WM.

SPRING GOODS

J.R.KLEYN

TRUTHS.

Or~$500^1

level

which

and

Sells Ticket! to principal polnta in the United
Sta'es and Canada. Through hills of Lading Issued
aud ratss given for fielght to all polnta east and
west. Informationas to ronte* aud connections
for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
cheerfudy furnished at the

29-ly

w

They are compounded from Hops, Buchu.

present a population of eighty thousand

a vast sys-

The Newest, Strongest,
and Best.

Just Received at

1st, 1870.

!

CANT-HOOKS.

A new

"Lee's

3O-0m

portunity to seek safety in flight. For the

the people who are besieging congress with

Holland, Ottawa Co., Mich., March
4-4

levee gave way, flooding

the inhabitants who had neglected the op-

-

EDWIN R MARKLE.

Hair Renewer.” It is the best article to
restore the color and prevent the falling
lines of defense. Efforts were made to out, and can he had at Schouten & Weststrengthen the remainiug embankment, veer's drug store. Price only 50 cents.

the town and overwhelming hundreds of

Cant Hooks

of Holland I’ity as a market. For particnlars,Inquire of
R. A. SCHOUTEN, M. D.
at

Place

Opposite the Post-Office.

A FIRST-ClassImproved farm, containing about
/V BJ or 120 acre* of laud, situated within reach

he responsible for the payment of any deb s con
tructed by her from this date.

of the outer

3 o’clock in

Remember the

Wanted,

NOTICE.

ilotiers.

operation.

3m

48-

5-4w

in every

Call.

will

cheerfully show the goods
and explain their

& Fresh

Give me a

Bucklin’s Arnica Salve.
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,

the breakingof which has produced the

appeals for the construction of

Come and examine. We

Eggs.

special

llie morning the

to build, to our Stationary
Knob Shank Mortice Lock.

have a Japan Tea at 40 cts.
which cannot be surpassed.

Choice Butter

W

hut without success, and at

call the attention of the

public, who are, or anticipate

COFFEES, TEAS, SPICES,

case or money refunded. Price
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heher
the Theiss river, at the point of Junction Walsh Holland Michigan.
" IntHma rf
rbL^the month'of J anefl STfl!
with the Maros. It has been protected
withontjustcause or provocation, thereforenotice
ihereby
given
to
ail concerned, tint I will not
from inundationby great dikes or levees,

having described the breaking

have on hand a fine lot of

one thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
ligent and valuable people is most plannPresent: Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
ing, making life actually a burden instead
In the matter of the estate of RobbertusM. de
Brnyn, deceased.
of a pleasant existence of enjoymentand
On reading and filing the petition duly verified, Also a nice lot of Cooking and Eating
uselulness as it ought to be. There is no
of Abraham M. Ranters, aurainlstrator,with will
Apples, Potatoes,Cabbage, Turnips
good reason for this, if you will only annexed of said estate,representing that said esand all kinds of Vegetables.
throw aside prejudice and skepticism, tate is fully ndmlnistered.and praying that a day
may
be
appointed
for
examining
and
allowing
his
take the advice of DiWggists and your
final acconnt, and that he mav be discharged from
friends, and try one bottle of Green’s furthertrust. Thereupon it Is ordered, that Fresh Oysters aud Sweet Cider
August Flower. Your speedy relief is Thursday, the tenth day of April nuxt,
alway on hand.
certain. Millions ot bottles of this med- at one o’clock in the afternoon,be assigned
icine have been given away to tr^- its vir- for the hearing of said Petition,and that the
heirs at law or the said deceased, and all other
tues, with satisfactory results in every persons interested in said estate, are required
case. You can buy a sample bottle for 10 to appear at a sessionof said Court, then to
cents to try. Three doses will relieve the be holden at the Probate Office, in Grand Haven, in said County,and show cause, if any there
worst case. Positively sold by all Drugbe, why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
gists on the Western Continent.
granted: And it Is further ordered, that said peti-

The expected inundation -of the large
Hungarian town of Szegedinoccurredon
Wednesday morning, causing incalculable
destruction of propeityanda loss of life
which cannot yet be even estimated. The
town occupies a marsh on both banks of

had ample warning of

Simple, Beautiful, Safe.

CIGAtRSand -TOBACCOS.

ANOTHER *DISAST£R-

present distressingcalamity.

!

NEW LOCKS!

GROCERIES.

A large proportion of the American peo- STATE OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, ??.
At a session of the ProbateCourt of the County
ple are to day dying from the eftects of
of Ottawa,holdon at the Probate Office, In the
On the night of the 20th of February a
Dyspepsiaor disordered liver. The result
City of Grand Haven, in said County,on Tuesgale of almost unprecedentedviolence, ac- of these diseases upon the masses of intelday, me eleventh day of March, In the year I
sleet,

! LOCKS

One door west of Bosnian, where can be found
a complete stock of

CANDIES,

depression for the past few years.

companied with blinding snow and

al-

ALBERS,

J.

Probate Order.

An AstonishingFact.

enterprises sorely smitten by the business

HONING LOCHS

A.

GREAT WORE, G.

practice. The formula from which «t is
prepared is highly recommended by all ABOUT 1000 LARGE OCTAVO PAGES AND 300
FINE ENGRAVINGS. NO WORK LlKK
medical journals. The clergy and the
IT EVER PUBLISHED.
press have complimentedit in the most
Second
Edition now in PRESS.
glowing terms. Go to your druggist and
For terms and territoryapply at once to
get a trial bottle for ten cents, or a regular
The
Henry
Bill Pnbliihing Co-, Norwich, Ct.
size for $1.00. Fur sale by Hcber Walsl ,

APPALUNG DISASTER.
Boston, March 11.—

and Shoes will be sacrificed to make room. Our Grocery line is
ways full and complete.

large stock of Boots

A Wonderful Discovery.

estates were being sacrificed,has founded
an

Grain Bags- American A’s and Stark A’s-very cheap.

also

$11.00
—

CLOCKS VERY CHEAP.
•t

H.

WIJKHUIZKN.

Watch and Clockmaker.9th
Raformed Churchy Holland,

street,

opposite First
S-18

Mich.

OF YOUTH.
A ^T„!:.fcnT/FtedATO«?BO LID
and all the effect! of youtbfol Indiscretion,will for
the sake of suffering humanity, send free to all
who need It, the recipe and direction for making
the simple remedy by which he was cured. Suffererswfshipg tt> profit by the advertiser'sexperience can do so by addressing in perfectconfidence,

JOHN

B.

OGDEN, U Cedar St., New York.
l-9bw

H.

BX

1

MEYER
Sc CO.,
dzalxrs IK

ftnitm, CoiUi

String

Mm

ly

Etc

HIVKR STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.
42-

,

,

a
The Sabbath School Convention which

lotting*.

was held

in this city

during the week, was eral other spring birds have made their
appearucce within Hie

largely attended.

The

cheese factory at Fillmore will

up again

last

few days.

—

Tub English sparrow, which we have
A letter received from our old friend
mentionedin Eastern Geo. Lauder, ut present residing in Napa

posed of
<< W BDNKSDAT

Ifist

was generally observed

as a day of prayer for the coming crops in

and surrounding country by
Reformed Dutch churches.

this «ity

Ids interest in the

We

The

furnace this week.

mittee are

still

M

Tuk charter election of the villageof
now Saugatuck resulted as follows: President,

the sole owner.

Chicago Morning Herald, will be

work endeavoring

new Democratic paper

Chicago. It

started in

com*

appear for the

first

is advertisedto

men are

prepar-

ing their schooners for the opening of nav-

igation. The

ice

has mostiy disappeared,

growers,

we are doing better here

Grand Haven and Milwaukee

Detroit,

the majority

trains, about the 20th of (ids month.
List of lettersremaining in

afflicted

March, 13ih,

Now, what

1879.

ering the use of his limbs, and is enabled

remembered as Hie commanding

room.

to walk around in his

who

his wife died

on

as the nice baimy weather sets in.

a aplendid reputationas • firstclass boot and shoe manufacturer, has
tunned a copartnershipwith Mr. W. F.
has

tion to merit a continuance

&

Harris, and have put in a stock

made
—See

and cure Consump-

Co., Druggists and Apothecaries,

The old

settlers of

the Village of Zee-

two new members, and

goods, which they offer very cheap.
advertisement.

slimly attended.

“Capac,

At the village election of Allegan on

lican,

build the new schoolhouse, and in order to

party

the

St. Clair county,

election, Tuesday,

at

March 4,

its

HEROLD.

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
DKALM

IN

Dr. Thomas, repub-

was elected president because of the

Our stock

will

be

second

to none.

Boots and Shoes

Our

as low as the

prices

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

lowest.

Our Goods will be marked

Of Ike neatest etyle* end beet qualitieswhich
effer cheaper than uybeldy else.

and

charter

elected the

Our

(One Price)

system of

Makes Custom Work a

strictly carried out.

Having

Democratictickets at the last election.
Marine City, In the same county, held an ing as

facilities

for buySpecialty.

low as any in the trade,

D R

abuse he had received from the republican election the same day and with a like re

organ. His election lias no party suit, each securing the election of every
significance.The Allegan Journal can nominee.” This begins to look as if the

for take this election as his reward for its coalition was a success.

that purpose during the latter part of this

I.

Hollanb, Mich., Sept. 1, 1877.

of the same.

in plain figures,

save the candidate for President. The night before, by a vote only one less than
union majority ranged from nine to one the united vote of the Greenback and

At Hie session of the Board of Education on Monday last it was restfTvedto
comply with all the requirementsof
law, an extra election will be called

on Monday evening, March

union ticket was elected National-Democraticticket nominated the

hundred and three.

CaII In and get bargains.

a com-

mittee was appointed to compile a sketch

night, instead of Tuesday night. will he held
31st, 1879.
However, the lecture was given, but w

last, the

---

and polite atten-

fair dealing

It w ill prevent

We were

of ready Monday

I am now aniline the Howe Sewing Machine,
lecforth
H fori ------sale at my store
and will hence.
----keep ---^
Peddling machlnea with wagon has been abolishes
for the simple reason that tha prices of machines
tie too low to admit of any expensa In that way

during the past, we hope by

ual, speedy and certain cure ever discov-

Monday
Raven,

very liberal patronage

their

wrongly informed about the or history from the time of immigrationto
soon evening that Capt. De Boe was to give his the present time, to leave for the perusal
temperance lecture.It should have been of future generations. The next meeting

charge, hopes to see him out doors as

who

East.

of sliver. Has a trifling
compared with the American Cough

in thirty

the 12lh iust.

Dr. M’Cul-

has had the patient in his

Mr. A. L. Homes, of Grand

Thanking our patrons for

land held a meeting a few days ago, took

1801, is lying dangerouslyill at Newport,

N. Y., and

the West than

Holland, Mich.

general of the Port Royal expeditionin
Esq., is gradually recov-

down

in

ered.
nis

General Thomas W. Sherman, who
will be

Call to-day only.

lough,

CALL AND SEE US.

says

tion. Price, 50 cents. Sold by T. E. An-

Wm. Verbekk, P. M.

smart young

iad wants to learn the printingbusiness?

W. H. Parks,

A Complete •eortment of Children'! and Iftfeate*
shoes for fhll tad winter,and a fall line of
Ladles’ and Gentleman'swear.

Cure; this Is without doubt the most effect-

Hower.

II.

“ cruise over the
'

briny deep."

Post

Miss Mary Van Duiue, W. A. Miner, M.

with the spring fever, and shipped aboard

of one of our vesselsto

the

He

A’ solid acre
value

sail early.

“devil" (apprentice) got

cover this space for the
ensuing year.

fruit-

back to Now York

with bis family in good health.

ven and Chicago, in connection with the

office at Holland, Mich.,

Our

who moved

will

State last year, has again returned to us
TIik Goodrich line of ateambonts will

and if the weather remains favorable, we
expect our vessels to

Eighth Strkbt, City of Holland.

Our Advertisement

Mr. H. Bacon, one of our best

time on the 17lh Inst.

HEROLD,

lE.

E. S.

Ride.

resume regular trips between Grand Haour vessel

Barber; Marshal, Mr.

to be

to

reach the amount thought to be necessary.

Almost all

DRY GOODS

Mr. A. B. Taylor; Trustees, Messrs. Griffin, Priest, and

The

hawe nothing new to mention about

blast

is

Iml received at —

flowers are in full bloom.
dis-

the

(lie name of a

the

County, California, says that trees and

schooner H. D.

Moore to Mr. Harry Moore who

OP

BOOTS & SHOES

so frequently seen

Just as we go to press the snow flukes papers, has made its appearancehere.
Ve flying, and our sailors have their ardor
Capt. L. Coates, ot Saugatuck,has
cooled off again.

stock:
—

80 & 82 Canal St. ItsTEW

fctart

due time.

this spring in

A Large a»d Fin*

Rontxs, black birds, blue-birds,and sev-

together with a long experience and full knowledge of

the business, we fear no

abuse he has heaped upon Dr. Thomas.

K.

VAN RAALTE.

THE WORLD’S BALM.

DR. L. D. WKYBURN’B ALTERATIVE SYRUP.
pT*A remedy uaed Thirty fa part In a private
le- practice,and never felling to radicallycore

The congressional bill which was introSome
time since a movement was madik duced by Senator Ferry during the last gitimate competition.
tained by a big majority.
and the plan adopted to erect a tablet in hours of the session, to put the title of our
Dropsy,Ervslpelae, Scrofula, Secondary Syphilis,
Diabetes, and all diseasesin which the
Among the social events of the week we the First Reformed church, iu memory of much disputed railroad lands back into
Our Spring Opening will (•ravel,
blood Is Implicated, la now offered to the public.
Sold by all Retail Droighta.and (wholeaafo only)
can mention the marriage of Mr. W. H. its first pastor, Rev. Dr. A C. Van Raalte. he State, was passed and signed by the
THE WEYBURN MEDICINE CO. P. O. Boa
Kingsland to Miss Flora A. M’Donald, on While Mr. R. Ranters was in Chicago re- Resident.Aud now Is the time for those be announced in this space in SdS, Rochester, N.
l-flUw
Thursday evening last, at the bride’s resi- cently he was successful in finding what nlerested in these lands to bring their iua couple of weeks.
dence. Rev. Win. M. Coplin officiated. they wanted, and the stone is expected lueucc to bear on our representatives at
1
The happy pair left the same evening for here shortly. Its color is dark; marble, pausing. In our opinion Senator Farr
Decatur, Mich., on a bridal tour. We and its size is said to be 3^x4^ feet. A- vould do a great and noble deed to push

month. We

hope to see the Board

RHEUMATISM,

sus-

Y.

Money! Money!!

mong

wish them the choicest blessings.

The

job of building the new school-

house in Hie

village of

Zeeland was

let

on

Saturdaylast. Messrs. R. Weertman and
H. Zuidam took the masonry; J. Baarman, J. Boone

& T.

Stad the carpenter

work, and J. Huizenga the painting. The
whole amount does not quite reach $1,000,
and the building must be completed by
the 1st of August next.

More

now

going on between

O’Leary, Rowell, Harriman, and Ennis in

New York

city,

for the Astley belt, the

attendance is larger, and the bets range
higher, than in the case of any athletic
contest taking place in this country for

years past. Later.— O’Leary, has
lapsed,

and had

and the interest
maining three.

Owing

to

is

“ in memorian of Rev. A. C.

col

give up the contest,

now centeredin

the re-

auccess of republican

Raalte,

he actual settlers got absolute titles. Cer-

whom

tainly no railroad to

be

lave ever been granted have the remotest

have to strike the

Corner Canal A Bronson St

Grand Rapids, Mich.

are usually seated.

During

the land grant rested.

been engaged

Which

“ “only)

-

ly tender our thanks to

each and every

for the lenienl and kind treat-

-

ment we received

Wk

“

at their hands.
---

“
“
“

.

Grand

Rapids

7.30 12.30
Allegan «fc Kalarazno 11.00
Detroit &
7.30 & 11.00
Chicago &
7.30 4 00

is

open

to every decent

show, meet-

ing, concert,or political gathering, and

and

Wines &

East

West

* Daily except Saturday, ail others dally

(for

Liquors,

Medicinaluse only,)

And almost everything else belonging
stockeddrag store.

In •

well

sre the manufacturers of

DR.

Several

new

buildings will be put in

Ham-

ilton this season,

and

it looks as if an era

m.

N. B. Call and see a most beautifulvarietyo
Camp Chairs, ornaments,picture frami-s,bracketi

The above drm

P. M.

ANII-BILiOUS

On Saturday evening last, at

etc.

Hoixinn, May

15.,

8.
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BCHOUTEN'8

Wm. Verbekk.

m

EimANT-

PIUS

JlNJD

about nine

In a report just published the surgeon yer slipped In, drew a revolver and shot
general of the marine hospital service Snooks in the left breast over the hear',
presents facts and an argument in favor of

While I thank (he public for tbolr patronageof
the past, I hope to merit and solicit a liberalshare
ol It for the future.

etc.,

p.

PIMPLES.

days.

gooda^and^aayrtain

n

West 11.45

night.

a few

tee the

Dr.R.A.Schouten,

now that the «v?nf has been thoroughly
o’clock Samuel D. Sawyer called out HenCompound Syrup of Rhubarb.
the royal talked up, we hear of two different movery Snooks at his boarding place in Olive,
troops. The more judicicus of the na- ments which arc likely to develop Into oreight miles north from here, pretending to
Prescriptionscarefully compound at all hoars,
tional papers admit that the peninsulais ganizations that will give us a public hall
day or
M-ly
wish to speak to him about a girl whom
not yet ripe for a republic.
each. One of them Is backed up by Fire both admired. Retiring some eight rods
Company Columbia No. 2. and the other
Sawyer struck Snooks, when the latter
I will mall (Free) the recelpe for a simple VegaDuring a recent vUit to the neighborone is hacked by some of our moneyed men
table Balm that will remove Tan. KKE0KLB8,
whipped him and got him down till he PIMPLES, and Blo'ches, leaving the skin soft,
ing village of Hamilton, we looked into
who in»end to have one located in the
promised to behave himself. Snooks then clear and bnanllfnl; also Instructionsfor producthe new flouring mill, which is just coming a luxuriant growth of hair on a bald bead or
centre of the town. We hope both will
went back to the house in company with a smooth face. Address, Inclosing 8c. stamp,
pleted there. It is * flne structureand a
be successful— for the simple reason that
BEN. VANDKLP A CO., 20 Ann 8t., N. Y.
third person who had witnessed the fight.
nice peace of workmanship.The mill
l-»w
we rather see two of them than none.
After
they
were
seated
In
the
house
Sawcontains four rnn-of atones, and will start
in

Com* and

in the printing of the CharThree doors East of Krulsenga’s Store.
Time of arrivalsand departureof mails
Ordinances, compiled into one at Holland post office.
Beautiful Live Qeese Feathers, Cheap.
CLOSES.
hook by George (J. Stewart, for the City of
Wall Paper at Wholesale and
a. in. p. m. p. m.
Grand Haven. The work is indexed and
For Muskegon, Gr. Haven 10. 10 3.00 #7.30
Retail.
will prove very convenient for the Com“ Gd. Rapids. Detroit
mon Council of that city, aud we are hap& East (Kalamazoo) 3.00 *7.30 Thi» new store will koeep a full supply of the best Bedroom Sett a and Parlor Sett a.
d finest
py to say that the Common Council were “ Allegan & Kalamazoo 3.00
“ Chicago &
*7.30
well pleased with our work. The hook
Coffins
Caskets always
’• (SatUfdiciMJ, ferhm, Toilit Article, Cigirt,
contains over one hundred pages, is printurday
3.00
on hand.
Writing Material, Banff,
ed on fine book paper, is interleaved with
arrives.
And the finest assortmentof
a. ni. p m.
fine ruled writing paper and is bound in
Fair dealing can be relied on.
From
Muskegon,
Grand
Haven,
7.80
4
00
leather. We take this occasion to public-

down by

up to its fullestcapacity,

have purchased lower than era

and

blow, but they are few in numbers, and
could soon he put

I

cheaper than ever before.

A FULL LINE OF CARPETS. FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.

DRUG STORE,

NOTICE.

the winter just passed we have

FURNITURE
will aell

WARD

FIRST

church, near where the elders and deacons^ to comply with the conditions upon which

break out in behalf of an Italianrepublic. which

The M&zzinians would

these lands

claim on them— by virtue of their failing

never do things by halves iu thfo except Sunday.
France, a serious apprehension is gaining city; Ever since the burning of Kenyon’s
Sunday, mail closes at 5 00,
Office closes at 8.00 p. m.
ground in Italy that civil war will soon Hall we have been deprived of a hall
institutions in

Can be made by examining the large
new atock of

his question to completion and see that

he

placed in the wall of the east side of the

one of them

to the continued and marked

Van

D. D." The engraved letters will
gilded, and when completed it will

ter

excitement prevails over the pe-

destrian contest

other inscriptions it will contain

%

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

The advertiser,having been permanently cored
of that dread dlaeaee, ConanmpUon,by a simple f
remedy.Is anxlou* to make known to bla fellow- /
sufferersthe means of core. To all who desire It,
ho will send a copy of the prescription uaed, (free
of charge,) with the directions for preparing and
using
ng the same, which thev wNIflndaauie
wNI find • auio core
care
for Consamptlon, Asthma, Bronchi tie, Ac.
Parties wishing the prescription, will please
addrese,

1-Mw ,

X. A. WILSON. 181 Penn St.,
WiUlamabnrgh, N. Y.

A NEW STORE!

Joslin&Breyman, E.

renderinghim senseless. On examination

.

W.

VEKBEEK

& CO.

Have re-opened their extensive Furniture business, closed ny
by the big fire of 1871, on the corner of

of renewed prosperitywas dawning on the theory that the Astrachan plague did it proved that the bullet had struck a rib
that village. Considerablelumbering has not originateat that place, but is in fact or something it could not penetrate, and
been done on Rabbit river daring the past an importationfrom China, having been bounded back and out, otherwise he would

ninth

As

River Streets.

Id opening this store we open the finest and
largest FamltDre store -----In Ottawa Co.,
" and respectfullly invite
nvlte oor
oi
old customers to come and examine
In
our stock of goods, consisting of the finest
and beat kinds of furniture to the cheapen, in- .
chiding all the latest styles, such as East Lake,
at
Queen Anne, etc., which we
fr* effer
' ~

winter by Messrs. H. D. Moore and H. carried by travelersor in merchandise,by have been killed instantly. Both are
Ebineyer,and the high water afforded a easy stages, through central Asia and Per- young men, aged 24. Sawyer was arrested

Bvirnru

splendid opportunity for floating them sia to the shores of the Caspian. The early on Sunday morning and lodged in
down stream.
surgeon general traces the pestilenceback the city Jail. He confessed the shooting.
to the Chinese province of Yunnan, where On Monday he was arraigned before JusThe Spring thaw which commenced last
tice Van Schelven, before whom the comIt originated in 1871t after the suppression
week caused Black River to rise to such
of the great rebellion,which was accom- plaint wsa made, and he was examined,
Jewelers,
an extent that it endangered all the bridge#.
panied by frightful slaughter, great num- the result of which is that he was locked
Having bought everything new we can aaR lower
All day on Sandsy last the railroad emwith a small profit, than old siock can be fold “at
DEALERS IN
bers of bodies being left unburiedto taint up in the county jail in default of $800
cost.’’
ployes were engaged in keeping the Chicathe air. Whatever the scientificexperts bail which It appears be could not furnish.
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
go R. R. bridge clear of the logs and deA complete stock;
and
engaged in investigating the subject may It was clearly shown that if it- had been
bris that eeme down with the swift curthink of thia theory, there is no doubt that one of the improved kind of revolvers,
see for yourself.
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
rent, and the people of the Grand Haven
it will bo cheerfullyaccepted by some Mr. Snooks would have been killed.
railroad not befog on the alert allowed the
Remaining Proprietors of the
other people as well as by the San FranWcrkingmin.
same to gather before ibelr bridge and cisco hoodlums and ail the Pacific coast
finally move »Sif of Its filace to such an
opponent! of Mongol immigration. If the
Before you begin your heavy spring
extent that no trains have been enabled to
almond eyed Celestials a*eto bring with work after a winter of relaxation, your
pass over it during this week. Col. May,
them the terrible plague, in addition to a system needs cleansing and strengthening
howsver, was promptly on hand, as soon long roll of revolting vices and obscene
Kinds of Spectacles. We are prepared to mannfeetnrelornltnreta ordei
to prevent an atlack of Ague, Billions or
and can afford to tell common ware ver^ cheap.
m informed and is now at work with a dlseasea,there will belittle dispositionto Spring Fever, or some other Spring sick-

Watchmakers $

Very Low Prices.
i

come

mcEirix

Planing Mill,

All

VaUIOneenSeMVeaftt

force of ^haoda. In repair the damages. stand upon diplomatic courtesies in the ness that will unfit you for a season’s work.
Somebody’*neglect of Interestand duty process of shutting the ports of the coun- You will save time, much sickness^nd
great expense if yon will use one bottle of Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
on Sunday last, causes considerabledam- try against these common carriers of pesHop Bitters in your family this month.
age to this last mentioned road.
Hoi law*. March 24,
6— ly.
tilenceand degradation. V
Don’t wait. See other column.
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Sash and Blinds, etc.,

H. W. VERBEEK 4 to.
Eollahw,lftch.,J«ly2&,18'8.

.

..........

QUESTIONS OF THE HOUR.
“ Do anjrel* wear white drewea, s»jr?
Always, or only In the rammer? Do
Their btrUMUy*tan to come Uke mine, In lUy?
Do they fcavo ecarletuehee then, or bine?

When little JmiIc died laat night.
How ould she walk to heaven, it la so far?
How did »he find the way without a light ?
There wmuit even any aaeon or etar. j*•

men, like President* and King*,
Do they take men,
In beareee with black plumes dear to the sky ?.

How

God?

Ha* He gray hair?
Can Be tee yet? Where did He have to stay
Before you know— He had made— anywhere?
Who does He pray to— whan he has to pray?
1

old

1*

How many
nany drop*

in the

:

sea?

How

then, you ought

How many !»ow«*a*eetatm ipple-tr*4*?'
How doe* the wind look when it doesn’t blow?
“ Where does the ralnbdWepd? and why
Did— Capt. Kidd— bury the gold there? When
Will thW wbrid bnhi— and will thei firemen try
To put the fire out with the engtnee then?
“ If you should over die, may

wo

Have pumpkin* growingin the garden, so
My fairy godmother can come for me.
When there’sa Prince's ball, and let me go?
“ Rata Cinderella just ono*

^ w-"

more9«?

Wi“'know
That I waa tired,
I

when he came; but he made it a week through it and held it captive. Never
or two easily enough after I’d taken shall X forget my feelings of surprise
him about a little among the
and my deep emotion when I heard her
ladies.” When that time had
utter these words; “Bless my dear
Fred said he really must go, as he
mother, sisters and friends; bless all
know what his father and mother around me, and, 0 God ! bless him I
would think of his long absence ; but it love, Augustus Evergreen, and shower
down Thy mercies over him. Amen.”
“Ah, Augustus,”said my divinity to
perfectly herself, as she arose from her devowell, and that Belle Bronson had be- tional attitude, “if you but kneif that I
witched him out of his five senses. named your very name in, my prayerp,
Fred
reu tried
tnuu to
vu put
pub ifc
it uu
on to
wj the
me “ uumiu
country
j you would be less indifferent to me !”
air
ir and the quiet which was beueIf I breathed short before, after this
fit
itting his health, etc.,” but it waa no my breath seemed to desert me entirely,
use
ise trying to. deceive me, and I and I verily thought that the beating of
told him so. Then he owned up frankl
frankl;v my heart would betray me. Belle, pure
and I promised to help him all I could, as an ahgel to me then, and white as a
if he required any help in the prosecu- snow-flake,proceeded to turn off the
tion of his suit. I never thought Bello gas and get into bed. I felt her soft
a flirt, or that she would willinglv dis- pressure over my head, and shrunk
tress] any human being ; but she had a closer and closer to the hard floor upon
! way of looking in one’s eyes as if to
which I was extended. What thoughts
j captivate them, for her mere personal rushed through my brain !
Above me
; amusement At any rate, she had h
lay a young and unsophisticated girl
larger share of beaux than the other wholly unconsciousthat the one she
girls, but all their attentionscame to loved lay so closely to her, and who had
nothin. I feared it might be so with for the first time been made aware of
Fred Evans, and warned him accord- her interest in him, by hearing words
ingly ; but Fred said he’d “ have her if which she supposed went only to heaven
he tried all his life;” that “without her I knew then that the night must pass
life was naught to him
that “ she was away, and the morning come, and that

it may be cros*. before
shut the paiuted hook lor her to go.

tc

!

Hour*

later, from a child’*white l>ed
heard tho^iiukl,last queer question start:

all about the bedroom affair at the
Oakville Hotel, and the love that grew
out of it.

ROIL

All Squandered.

What is true of individualsis often
also true in regard to nations. Money
badly gotten goes badly, and this
seems to be a rule no less common
among nations than individuals. The
immense idemnity derived by Germany
from France
is,

is all

expended, and there

besides, a deficit in last year’s budget

of 11,000,000 marks. The Government
being the principal proprietor of arable
lands, forests, mines and railways, its
revenue has naturally been largely decreased by the prolonged commercial
depression. The losses thus incurred
have been supplied by a continual increase of direct taxation, notwithstanding which there is still the above-mentioned deficit. While 18 per cent, of
the British revenue and 25 per cent, of
the French is derived from direct taxation, 45 per cent.'of the German revenue
is so raised. Therefore, it was with
good reason that the Finance Minister
stated in his budget speech that he
dared not attempt an increase of direct
taxes. It is not too much to say that
during the last twelve years the taxes
paid in large towns have been tripled,
while the resourcesof the people have
sensibly decreased.It would be well if
the exhaustion of the French indemnity
left the treasury undamaged, but such
is not the case. The surplus wealth of
the late prosperous years has not simply
disappeared; it has been spent on public works, many of which are still unfinished, and their completionwill be a
drain for years to come. The revenue
for the coming financial year not only
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Bed Men, Drnlde,

and nil pthor Socletlei
made to order by M.r. Vdllty A Co., Colunbui,
Ohio. Bend for Prlrc LMh.
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only living being who had ever Belle must first leave the apartment bereal emotion in his breast,” fore I could venture to change even my
Jfn. 8. M. B. Piau.
etc., etc. After that I said no more, position.
but closely observed the lovers, and
Belle had lain perfectlymotionless
soon came to the conclusion that Fred for several minutes, and was, I flattered
L0C*IX€J U5DEK THE BED.
by no means disagreeable to her. myself, losing herself in sleep, when
Things went on in this way without any suddenly she exclaimed to herself:
It is the habit of many persons to
definite result until Fred- received a “There — I haven’t looked under the
take a look under the bed before retirsudden summons home on account of bed! A horror ran through me; all is
ing for the night. Mrs. Evergreen, my
his mother’s illness.When he came lost; what should I do? Belle rose,
beloved wife, indulges, if indulgence it
back to renew his visit, he insisted upon and I heard her feeling for the matches.
can be called, in this peculiar practice.
staying at the Oakville Hotel rather She struck one, and was moving toward
I do not object to itin the least so long
than wear out his welcome at our house, the gas-light, when the lucifer went out, cannot supply the funds required
as she does not enforce th^ performance
and, finding remonstrances unavailing,
leaving all darkness again. Blessed re- to complete them, but it lacks 10,000,upon myself; but when, as is sometimes
there he went. The landlord (honest bel, but how brief! Again I heard her 000 marks for the ordinary cost of carrythe case, She forgfK it’ mitilehe has put
old Downsbury— I wonder if he yet feeling for the matches and try to hght ing on the Government— IFoji/iingfon
out the light and ensconced herself unlives) gave Fred, at my suggestion,his
one after another, as they failed to ignite ; Chronicle.
der the comforter,lhan it is ~hard that I,
best bedroom, “No. 20”— I am particu- then an “Oh, dear, there are no more !” eswho am not troubled with. nervous apDeath of a Remarkable Man.
lar in mentioning the number. “He caped from her lips. “Safe ! safe !” whispprehensiveness,should have to get out
shall have No. 20,” said Downsbury. ered my soul to me, and I thanked God
There lately died at New Britain, Ct.‘ MA80N&HAMLIN CABINET URGAN8
in the cold and do it for her. I have
“Any friend of yours, Master Augustus, in silence for my deliverance. Belle grop- where he was born sixty-eight years ago, DemmulreDrl hee- brHIGHRST HONORS AT A LI.
often remarked to Mrs.
WORLD’S EXPOSITIONS FOR TWELVK YEARS.
shall have the best I have to give as
ed back to the bed, but did not immedi- one of the most noted men America has Til.: At PaUIH. 181/ : VIENNA,1873; SaMTUOO, 1875;
when I have aeon her prying
PHILADBLPHU. 1876 PaHI*. 1878 nml (iltAND SwiDIBB
long’s I’m landlord.” It was a pleasant
ately get in ; she stooped and lifted the ever produced. We refer to Elilm Bur- Gold MkuaI., 1878. Only AiunrlcenOrgana over awardbed; that it was a silly habit, and
room, looking ont on the distant hills curtainswhich bung around the bottom ritt, linguist,scholar and reformer, wide- ed highesthonora nt any »uch. Sold for caah or UutaUthe sooner she gave it up the better. To
menta. Ii.u\stkatkd CATALOGtiK* and Clroulan, with
and the beautiful winding branch of the and cautiously passed her arm under and ly known as the “ learned blacksmith.” new «tylei and price*, aent fn»e. MASON A H A LFN
this gentle admonition my better-half
Blackwater; but what cared Fred for around as far as it could reach. I almost The son of a 8hoemaker,he was educated ORGAN GO.. BOSTON. NEW YOUX. or CHICAGO.
invarinblv replies » if
| J.r <|
scenery? He was ‘ in the hands of the felt her fingers graze my face as I held in the common schools of his native vil“La, Evergreen! what harm does it
I
An infallible ant) uneioelled reroe
edy fo*
do? It’s a kind of satisfaction to know blind god, and could not see even as far myself fearfully and silentlyback against lage, and at the age of 17 was apprenKue,
Kpilrpay
of
Failing
Hick
nee*,
as his nose, except in the direction of
the wall, too far, just too far for her ticed to a blacksmith.A desire to road
\\ nrrnnted to effect a fpeedy and
that nobody’s under there, and then I
PKKMANKNTcnre.
Belle’s cottage. I used to gp over to
reach. Apparently satisfied that no the scriptures in the original led him
don’t think of snch a horrible thing after
I |
“A free bottle” of mf
Fred’s room and smoke my cigar, while
|| rn renowned Rpoci'do and
danger was near her, she lay down in to philologicalstudies in the intervals,
Tm in bed.”
’m
valuable
Treatise eeni a
he, poor wretch, expatiated on his sufMB any infferor sending me hi*
bed again and I counted her respira- and he soon mastered the principal
“I think, my dear, you might just as
"
Poftofflo*
and Kxpreaata
ferings, doubts and solicitudea Did
ancient and modern languages. In 1844
tions till she was lost in slumber.
well nursue your investigations further
dree*.
she love him? that was the question
Dr. H. G. ROOT. 183 Pearl Street. New Yert.
As for myself, sleep was utterly out he edited, at Worcester, the Christian
and lookf into the bureau drawers and
j which disturbed every moment of his
af the question. I never was so wide- Citizen, a paper advocating a peaceful
he doth^baskefc**1 *
existence, and to which, with the closest awake in my bfe. How I lay upon that settlement of international difficulties.
“Evergreen,” she will rejoin, “don’t
reasoning, he dould not bring himself a hard carpet and thought the night out ! To the same end he deliveredmany pub- I
mention the idea, or I shall certainly do
satisfactory reply. Sometimes he —thought of her, and her love for me; lic lectures. He was also a prominent ad- IN EACH TOWN TO MULT MV AHTICLEMffjg-.
to think of it, a man could
NO MONEY REQUIRED till aaln are made. 1 will
thought a word or a sign settled the thought of myself and my love for her. vocate of temperanceand the abolition enad
an outlit. with pampbleta to advertise, by mail,
very easily get into the cloth ee-baskeft "
post
paid. Tnta la a good opportnnhy for agent* to add
point beyond a doubt in his favor; at Yes, I was convinced from that moment of slavery, and later of cheap ocean
Mnuetbing to heir income withoutrisking one coni
‘Certainly he could, my dear, quite
rite lor particulate to
others He fancied he read a coolnessand that the hand of destiny was in it, and postage. In 1846 he went to England,
Writ*
as easily ai
as Falstaff.You should cerW. II.
indifference in her eyes. In this condi- that a benign and all-wise Providence where he formed the “League of Unitainlv include the clothes-basket, and,
Morrlaiown.Nt. I.nwrence Co., New York,
tion of uncertaintyhe dared not press had seen fit in this extraordinaryway versal Brotherhood," whose object was
by-the-by, there’s the chimney; why
WlMER BRO'S CORSt to
the question lest a hasty step might to open my eyes to the path of happi- “to employ all legitimatemeans for the
ItceiYmllli.
IllghralMmUI.IUm
not look up that as well?”
PA HIM EXPOSITIONbring him to grief.
abolition of war throughout the world.”
ness and peace.
i»».r .ll Ui)i-r1r.>n '-•unpHltni. Tl>»tr
“Now, Evergreen, you’re laughing at
FLEXIBLE HIP CORNET
At Fred’s earnest solicitationI promme. Bat I can’t leave off the habit, and
With the morning light fresh fears He was constantly engaged in writing and
(lrUI>OII<!>J I. WABaaMTKD liul IcI'IvsS
lecturing, and took a prominent part in
Onmi nr»r
htn*. Prlre|!tV Tl>rlr
ised
to
sound
Belle
to
her
sentiments,
iseu
no
senna
ueue
as
w
ner
I never will It’s a comfort for me to
came over me lest my unconscious
IMPROVED HEALTH CORSET
all the European peace congresses. He
resented
itif
a
favorable
opportunity
pi
know that there’s nothing wrong about
la nnult wilb the .tupkii Bu.l, which
room-mate might yet peer beneath the
aoft and flrxllila and cuutaliiino
was for several years Consul at Birminger know, in bed for robbers before she left the room
it, and I don’t see why you should de- self, or at apy rate to let nc
Price by mall, fl.te.
For
.ale by all Ifadlnn fierckanta.
ham,
and
returned
to
the
United
States
an indirect?way,
ay, that Fred wc
was languish- but my fears were groundless. She rose
prive me of itlt
i
ft ABNER BROS.. 351 BroMwbj, N. T.
So, under the bed goes the candle, ing in distress on her account, and thus to join her cousins at an early break- after residing altogethernearly twentyand, no signs of humanity being dis- give her no excuse for prolonging his fast, and she had overslept herself. five years in England. He published
covered, Mrs. Evergreen is able to re- misery. It so happened, however, that my When at last she took the key, unlocked “Sparks from the Anvil,” “Miscellapose in peace. But, as already observed, services were not called into requisition. the door and departed,I lost no time in neous Writings,” “Olive Leaves,”
DAILY. 4 peg**- 5A eta. a month f 6.50 » jeer.
this precautionaryact is sometimes for- Belle Bronson, because of the sudden slipping out of my shameful place of “Thonghts and Things at Home and
THE HUN has the largestelwultao.eta to the
gotten, and I am myself obliged to rise, arrival at her honse of some country concealment and escaping from the ho- Abroad,” “A Walk from John O’Groat’s
Deepest eta most
meet Interesting
Interestingpaper In the United
cheapest
light the lamp and report
report. I’ve done it cousins, was obliged to give up her tel. On the stairs I met Fred coming to Land’s End,” and a volume of “Lec8lTHR
WEEKLY
BUN to emphaUceny the peotures
and
Speeches.”
room—
her
mother’s
cottage
being
a
rather more frequentlyof late than is
out of his room, who exclaimed
ple’s family pejw. K„0LANI) Pabllsber.
It.Y.OItgsmall
one—
and
to
occupy
for
a
single
agreeable, and have. intimated as much
“ Why, what’s the matter with you, The Battle of the Dock and the Owl.
AGENTS
WANTED
FO«
night a room at the hotel. We would old fellow? You look like the last days
to Mrs. E. She says:
A novel battle, with a fatal termina- "BACK FROM THE MOUTH OF HELL."
“Very well, Evergreen, 111 do i^ my- cheerfullyhave offered her guests ac- of au ill-spent life. And your coat, too
liy one tcho has been there I
tion, occurred at the Chalybeate and
commodation
at
our
house,
but
we
were
self*
—why, it’s all over feathers and dust. Auburn mineral springs last Thursday “Rise and Fall of the Moustache.”
But this procedure is almost as bad, in the same predicament. An agricult- Where have vou been?”
By the BurHuf/lnnHatrkeye humorist.
night, at a small pond prepared for
for she invariablylets the cold iu on ural fair in the villagehad brought many
Samantha
as a P. A. and P. I.
“ Why, I slept — slept out last night;
water- fowl, and in which were one wild
By Josiah Allen's xtlfe.
me both in getting out and getting in. strangers into the place, and our own that’s all. Our house is full, and so I
goose, three wild ducks (wood ducks), The three brighteat and bret wilinghooka out. Agent*.
you can put Uihw books In everywhure.Boat torraa
If it were not lor increasingthis mental guests were so numerous that I had had to find quarters elsewhere. I’m
and six Pekin ducks. A very large red- given. AdrtreM for Agency. AMERICAN PUBLISH.
idiosynorasyon the part of Mrs. Ever- given up my room to two of them, and going home to drees.”
dish-grayowl lias been noticed of late,
had itttendod pskhig Fred Evans to let
“ I should say so, decidedly. I see it
apparently taking an inventoryof this
mo Whs the night with him.
all, old fellow! You’ve been on a lark,
stock of water-fowl, and wishing they
For
tills
purpose
I
went
to
the
hotel
her what I am about to lay before the
and had to put up in the watch-house;
would spend a night on shore— which
reader. In this narration, therefore, I at a late hour* and proceeded at once to come now, own up and tell us all about
first Established ! Mo*t Successful!
they never do, even with the mercury
ask the public most particularly to bear Fred’s room, but, to my surprise, found it.”
THEIR INSTRUMENTS have * standard
n mind that Mrs. Evergreen is of a no one there. I did not even notice “ No lark at all, Fred ; nothing of the at 18 deg. below zero, although snug 1
value in all the
houses are arranged for them at the
that
his
trunk
was
gone,
or
suspect
the
sensitive nature, rather apprehensive
kind, I assure yon.”
water’s edge. But Thursday night Mr.
and slightly superstitious, and that what fact,, which afterward became apparent.
“ Well, if not a lark what kind of a Owl, thinking he had got a duck near
I have to say must, under no circum- that, “to oblige some lady guests for this bird was it? From the looks of the
enough on shore to answer his purpose,
stances, be imparted to that lady. If night only,” as the landlord expressed
Everywhere recognUed M the FINEST
feathers I should say it was a goose’'
pounced upon him. The result of the
it,
Fred
bad
had
consented
to
give
up
up
No.
for two-and-twenty years (that is the
IN TONE.
“ You're the goose, Fred. But, seri- battle was plainly to be seen by the
wedded life, and happy 20, and occupy a small room in the rear
period of our w
ously, I’ve a word to say to you of a first visitor Friday morning, as there
of the building. The gas being turned
most important nature. Be a man, j lay both comlmtants—owl and duck— Made and In nse. New Designs oonatanUj.
up, I took a book to await his return,
Best work and lowest price*
Fred, and make up yonr mind to hear stark and dead, head to head, within
69* Send for a Catalogue.
And, hearing at last what appeared to be
aomething excessivelydisagreeable. It six inches of each other. They were
of my joys and partaker, of my sorrows,
on a sand-bar, in about two inches of
sure
tTow ' or l8ter’ and 1 water, partially frozen in.— Lewis Yon
to. Play a joke upon
always
---Good heavens, Gus ! how earnest you (Me.) Journal
slipped under the bed, a large and high
mine.
look at me ; you don’t mean to say that
All young men, I suppose, have love one, intending to imitate a cat— of —that anything has happened to Bolle
A Good Word for the Hog.
affairs before .they eventuallyfix their which animal I knew he had a detestaSpecial trade journalism, which in
Bronson?"
affectionson the 6iie?who is to bless tion— so soon as he entered the room.
this country has produced newspapers
“Don’t
mention
her
name
again*
their lot in life. I know that I had, and The door opened, and I was on the
Fred, or think of her any more, for devoted to dry goods, iron, coal, drug8;
I don’t regret it. Regret it? far from point otrindulging in my ventriloqnal
and even plumb
plumbing, has lately in France
she’ll never be anything to yon. I have
faculty
by
giving
a
long-drawn
mieow,
it. Mrs. Evergreen is not present, and
given birth to & Pork Butchei's' Moniit
from
one
who
knows
all
about
it, that
thereforeI have no hesitation in saying when from my hiding-place I beheld
she has long been attached to somebody tor. One of its most thoughtful articles
that if I had my life to live over again Belle Bronson take quiet possession of
thus far has been on the hog, personalllb
< ri fc.
else, and that somebody else means to
I’d like to go through with the same the apbrtment! ‘V/
ly
considered.This animal, hitherto
marry her. There’s no mistake about
My
astonishment
waa
so
great,
and
sentimental er patience, particularlyif
it; so bear up and try your luck else1 “frightfully calumniated,”says the
it wap Wbe m<cc«ed^byfclfin leaMn* the sense, of mortificationso intense,
Moniteur, “nevertheless, like all truly
to the hymeneal altar the present Mrs. that I did not, as I should hav« dono,
good creatures,repays ingratitude by
But Fred Evans was not to be dismake myself immediately known to
Evergreen*
benefits. And, first of all, what a lying, Manufactory
I was Hot bad looking when I was in her. Thus the opportunity for discov- couraged by mere hearsay. That Very malicious proverb is that which says
my twenties. I think I may go further, ery and explanationwas lost. I dared day he went to see Belle, determined to ‘dirty
pig.’ He dirty? Come, now;
dirty as a pig.1
and confidentlysay that “ Gus Ever- not move a! hair, but hoped sincerely know his fate from her own lips. Soon you don’t kno
know him. Study him with
green” was a decided favorite
faamong that some excuse might* take her out of after he left Oakville, and I did not see attention,examine him seriously, loythe gms of Oakville, and 1 really be- the room for A moment, And. so facilitate him again for several years, when, meet- ally, as an upright; impartial judge, and
lieved that I could have had any of my escape. She, however, locked the ing him in the town one day, I insisted you will Agree with us that, on the conthem “ for the
As I before re- door, removed the key, and, as I knew on bringing him homo with me and pre- trary, he is of exemplary cleanness, and
senting him to his old flame, Belle
marked, Mils.
could give points to many a dandy arut*
Bronson— the present Mrs. Evergreen.
ting in clothes unpaid for.” An advonisruuwximAM* btsmitotil
clasping her hands and bowing her
“Ah, Fredl” said he, after dinner, cate so eloquent ought to find friends
(so fearfully near to mine that I when my wife and the. little Evergreens
also on this side of ocean — say, in Cincould hear the soft wo^ds in my (very had left ns tp ourselves; “ah, Fred, you
— teieta
cinnati.
SATE MOirwr, AND MNTTBD
girls, however, and I might have kept ear), she offered up her evening prayer served me a shabby trick when you al
SiNce
Feb.
20,
1878,
eight
Cardiin
a
manner
so
full
of
feeling,
and
with
lowed
me
to
lose
my
heart
to
the
girl
my heart whole to tins day if it had
not been for tie circumstancewhich I such sweeiafefck of womanly tender- you were all along intending to marry nals have died, one has become Pope,
ness and devotion,that I felt as if she yourself— a very shabby trick, one of and there remain only fifty-fivein1 afl
am about to relate.
made by the
at present. In the next Consistory
Fred Evans, who’ had been my chum was an angel bending over the vilest of which I never suspected you 1 ”
So I had to tell him (in strict confi- Pope Leo XIII. will fill the vacancies Pennsylvania Salt Manufg Co..
at school, came to make me a visit at mortals. That prayer went to my
I
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PHILADELPHIA.

Not Symptoms, but the Disease.
Atchison, Kan., some twenty-odd years
It would seem to be a truth appreciableby
ago, stepped into the Globe office, in
How It Feels to Take a Dote oi PoUon— An Atchison, the other day, as though he all and eepedallyby professors of the healing
art, that to remove the disease, not to alleviate
Indianapolis Man's Experience.
had just escaped from his queer craft. its symptoms,should be the chief aim of med[From the Indianapolis Newa.l
It was his first visit to Atchison since ication. Yet in how many instances do we
see this truth admitted in theory, ignored in
Is death painless V The best medical his fight against slavery.
practice. The reason that Hostetler'sStomauthoritieshave about agreed that the
ach Bitters is successful in so many cases, with

STRYCHNINE POISONING.

last

momenta

of a

dyingmanare compar-

atively free from pain, and William
Hunter, the greatest of English physiologists, upon his death-bed, as he feH his
end approaching,said, “If I could grasp a
pen I would write ho* easy a thing it
is to die.” “tit
But the
the last gasps, the stiffening of the muscles, the death-rattle,
are they jminlees? Jb death really a
cessation of pain ? These are questions
that are yet unanswered. No man has
ever taken the fatal step to come back
and relate his experience.
Death from strychnine poisoning is
generally supposed to be the most painful of all deaths. The agonies of the
terrible tetanic spasms have been pict-

,

ured as most Jhomble. From

the

“American Cyclopedia” the following
is

condensed

THE HOME DOCTOR.
Chafe.— Hemlock bark grated and
and wash; also alum
water will cure and make less liable to

applied, or steep
chafe.

Paper for Dressing Wounds.— Paper, which has superseded costlier materials for so many different purposes, is
now used instead of lint as a dressing
Dryness of Throat.— A remedy for
dryness of throat will be found in a
small piece of muriate of ammonia,
about ten or fifteen grains, every two
hours. Use the best quality and allow
it to dissolve slowly in the mouth.
Burning Feet.— To relieve burning

when

whereror it ha# been tried.

LIVE STOCK COMMISSION.

;

then take

cool enough,
ough, soak
soakyo
your feet in this

------

--------

--------

PKODUCB COMMISSION.
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THE SORCERER. By Gilbert and Sulilyan.BlJp
H.M.S. PINAFORE.
U»
THB LITTLE DUKE. Words by Williams

N

sad BulUyan.

LM

The aboro three opens an alike In being easy to
and are all very ploutng. They Bead butlltUe aoer
and are eaellygtrenby amateurs aa well as profe *
Tu Sorciux la a Jolly Kngliibopen, full of
wit. and haa flue mutlo. The Lirrut Dou baa ear*,
fully revised word#, and is a charming ahi grateful pan
duetlon. PiNarou is alreadyfamous.
i

its

best protection against disease.

Um

Somebody’sChild.

The symptoms it produces are diffi- one pint of bran and one ounce of
culty of breathing and a sense of suffo- bicarbonate of soda, but in a pail,
cation, twisting of the limbs and tetanic and add one gallon of hot water;
convulsions,the body becoming arched
in the back, often resting on the head
and heels. The features are convulsed,
attended by spasms of the jaws and
choking. The attack occurs in paroxysms, between which the intellect is
often clear at first,but becomes clouded

fficaeBrnsstiicij.

Wheat from Ganada, which haa

which remediespreviously tried were inadequate to cope, is attributableto the fact that
it is a medicine which reaches and removes
the causes of the variousmaladies to which it
is adapted. Indigestion,fever and ague, liver
complaint,gout, rheumatism, disorders of the
bowels, urinary affections and other maladies
are net palliated merely, but rooted out by it
It goes to »he fountain head. It is really, not
nominally, a radical remedy, and it endows
the system with an amount of vigor which is

for wounds.

feet, first discard tight boots

:

ELDORADO WHEAT.

Somebody's child is dying— dying with the
flush of hope on his young face and an indescribable yearning to five and take an honored
place in the world beside the companions of his
youth. And somebody's mother is thinking of
the time when that dear face will
where no ray of hopo can brighten it— when
her heart and home will be left desolate— because there was no euro for consumption.
Reader, if the child be your neighbor’s,take
this comforting word to' the mother’s heart
before it u tod late. Tell her that consumption
U curable, that men are living to-day, aged.
robust men, whom the physicians pronounced
incurableat the age of twenty-five,
venty-flve, because one
lung had been almost dettroued by the dUeaee.
Dr. Pierce’s
Disoover is a most
s Golden Medical Discovery
efficient alterative for separating the scrofulous
matter from the blood and lungs, and impartiug strengthto the system. It has cured bundreds of comsumptives.

MASON’S
NANO-FORTE TECHNICS
contain#ibousaud#sf wsrstaih of tea meal aesfui
Tbs book

Johnfton’fi
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axs

Musis of any kind. ALSU.
The Weskly Mcsical Rxookd
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Bon

Thorongh

le

most inooassfuL

the

^ar.
Sdtfbr
Basic, aoy
muaio,
any number.
• ct«. for

i

PL**

gn U
gut
to ota.
ote. worth oi
of
in
mixture for fifteen minutes. The relief
Sand
25
ots.
for
“
10
is instantaneous.This must be repeated
every night for a week, or perhaps more.
OLIVER DEMON A CO., Borton.
The bran and bicarbonate should be
C.H.DItwndkCd..
J.R.DItuiaAC^
Clock Work is not more regular than the for wue at the Wholaule Houae of the Fanner#'1a
made fresh after a week’s use. Bicarboliver,the stomach, and the bowels when they Aaaooiatian.
laect fraa. Addre##
. Cats!
Catalogue#
nate of soda can be purchased for about
OOOLKT, Malinger,
GEO
are put in order with Da Mott’s Veoktamjc
after a succession of paroxysms. Death 10 cents a pound from wholesale drug- Li eii Pills, a supremelyeffective and safe
liter Mt.. C'bleugo, Illinois.
ISffTs
occurs after an interval of suffering, gists. The burning sensatton is pro- alterative, cathartic and blood dopurent which
IBY-ltnerer falls.Palnleeaano
lasting usually about three hours.
duced by the pores of th6 skin being promotes thorough bilious secretiona regular
idaKornopa,.
But the poisoning is not always at- closed, so that the feet do not perspire. habit of body, sound digeetiou ahd nervous
fXm. CMAIGW KIDNl
tranquillity.
It is the best possible substitute
tl
ceroas
Sores,
Abscesses,
Whit/
JLFkIDNKY
ifYj
DISEASKti.
tended by suffering.
that terrible drug, mercury. For sale by
•unknown.Band for eircnlar..
Cure For Neuralgic Toothache.— for
Swelling, Psoriasis, Goitre, No*
all Druggists.
C. C. Cook, the special State House
i
policeman and night watchman, it will A German physician recommends powcrosis. Eczema, Diseased Bones, Ht..™.. TtamoMn.
CHEW
dered quimne for neuralgic toothache.
be remembered, took a dose of strychwill pleasesend their address
The Celebrated
nine by mistake about a month ago. The sufferer should dip a finger into
“ Matchless "
Dr. 'JON KS, Oommx, Ubhnoo, H.T.
Wood Tag Plug
He was found in the State Library, lying fresh water and then into the quinine
Tobacco.
powder,
and
rub
it thoroughly on the
Ltttof Medicine# tberai
upon the reading table, perfectly un‘ are equal
aal to HUNT’S
RUNT’S
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
gum
in the neighborhood of the painMfiltY for curingDropey,
conscious, his back arched and his head
New York, Boston and Chicago.
Bright’#DtoMM. Kidney, BUdTHl TH IS MIOUTVt
ful tooth. The application should be realmost reaching his heels, in a violent
d#r and Urinary Complaints.
Coughs and Golds.— These who are sufferpeated two or three times in succession.
HUNT** REMEDY
tetanic convulsion. Medical aid was
ilg from Coughs, Colds, Hoareeness, Bore
summoned, and, after three hours’ The bitter taste of the medicine should
vm m4 WM..W. r—
Throat, Ac., should try “Brown's Bronchial
pumping and rubbing, during which be borne as long as possible. Dr. DarTrocheo,*’ 25 cents a box.
edy first
firs! on himself,
time he was knotted in spasms, he re- varis tried this remedy
KldnuV BYad^wr and UrttUry Organa.
_____^Phyric!
______anepruHand for pamphlet to
and
then
on
numerous
other
persons
Prices are a little higher for the Mason A
covered. His first request was for a
ft La
Organs than thoso of very poor organs,
chew of tobacco, and, in an hour’s time, among the number were many who had Hamlin
tried other remedies in vain. It invari- but tbo quality is a great deal better. It is
ne was apparently in his customary
certainlygood economy to obtain the best,
ably produced a rapid alleviation of the
when there is no more difference In the price.
health, and, with the exception of a
feeling of soreness in his muscles, he pain.
Chew Jackson’s Best Sweet Navy Tobacco.
Five Hints About Rheumatism.—!.
felt comparativelv well. He slept reIt contain# OT2 fine hlaterkal ongravingaand 1260
markably sound that night, and got up The disease is as tanding “conundrum ”
Urge double-column pages, and U tbo most complete
in the morning none the worse for ms to medical men, but Dr. Julius Pollock
History of the World wrer MUbllahK. ItSlile at eteM
MOW TO 8KTTHIM Id U# teti part •ftk* State. SAW, SO
evening’s blunder. He described his thinks that he has at last cleared the
cr«. ter *ai#. IW VMM repy of UM “Kema. Pudiv Msan
•l.#4. S J Ollw.n-. I.mhI TaWf. V#1!"#-Kin—#.
sensations upon that occasion to a subject of some confusion that surAHEAD
uleitown.
News reporter: “After I had taken the rounded it. He says the term rheumaAll the Tli
Tbs
vary bast goods
tism
is
applied
to
several
different
disstuff, I went down to the Metropolitan
directfrom tbo Idmonth.
Kvoty grwtoato (uarantMdo pA/inf ahaeases
winch
are
essentially
distinct,
alporteiuat Half ths
Theater, and took a seat. I had hardly
Addnm R. VaIwUm. Maimcol JmmtiIIo. Wla u«ual cost Best plan erur offered to Olub Agents an I
settled myself when I felt so strangely. though they have certain featuresin
Urswb^^AU. KXPRK&ti OHARGK8 PAID.
I was hot all over. I grew dizzy and common. The two chief forms are ar- PINAFORE !
ootnploU in toddurt’o Oper* NotIm. " MiMleal
TamphUl
For Lowest 1
light headed; everything turned white, ticular and muscular rheumatism. The A'lhrjrjr/*OnJ* lOc. Mailvd on roMli* of prloo.
Uvsof M.
•w.a m mmmoM
J. M. 8T0DDART A CO.. Pubo-,7Y7 Cttmtnut8t..FhlU.
and I felt so queer that I got up and former is a disease of early adult life,
H
• honkrapt Stock of SpLndlB Muonla Booki
SI
nnd
Stredt*
Vtw
Yurfc*
wtiflted down stairs. I went to the more or less acute in character, with a
and RnfalU. Roafhl at auction,end will P. 0. Box ASSfi.
•atet
ooid at •action prism. A nit cb*nt»
State Library and laid down on the tendency to get well in about six weeks.
VL JT lor StonU. Bond for tut rated C»ula*u«.
reading table. This was the last I Articular rheumatism, when at all secoin NS A CO'. S
Ss-r.p*a‘iffiat $io to $1000
knew until I was brought to. I didn’t vere, is called rheumatic fever. It atBAXTER A TO.!38l322Tr#2ffc..H.Y.
suffer any particle of pain, not a bit. tacks the synovial membranes and also
.
Mfttliukliok’NMai* lor ftquara*-4nMtupAfter I came
same to I asked foi
for some to- the similar nervous membranes, esPLOWS'
rluliU lu America— 12,00 tn u**— Plano#
.Hi.ton trUl— Ounlfwu*tree. Mkndslsbacco, got up and walked around, and if pecially of the heart. There is a dis*0HN Pi AMO CO.,
B 16th Street. N. Y.
I hadn’t been a little weak and sore I tinct predispositionto this disease in
FA Y— With Runog OutSU. Wh*t oo#U «
would have felt better than I do now. certain persons, which is sometimes in//v
jflilte*- CuLL:N S &. Co.
It is an experience I don’t want to have herited. The immediateexciting cause
212 WAIIR^iJ^CWYORK cry
aThriU A Day u> Akwiu cuiruaiturtor to* Fire
again, though. There is too much danger is exposure to cold or “taking a chill.”
tode VUUor.^ TerMuid Q^tFru^AAniIt
never
attacks
the
muscles.
Muscular
in it to suit me.”
A prominent physician and professor rheumatismis a disease of middle and
tu .tlnutliiy,one yt
vVIBRATO»*j>
.
20 K. 28th flt, New York,
in the medical college was talked to advanced life, is commonly chronic,
•(•.MarikIL
r
WEAKLY
PERSONS
lend
f for a
WKAK
about the case, and gave it as his opinion and will continue indefinitely if
«e of the Celebrated Root and
Wt
Herb Cure. Take it utrirtli/ according
that it was very remarkable. The ab- not treated. It attacks, not the muscles
to direr.tbmt.than 1 will give you
chunce to make 88
A day telling tbo ume preparation
sence of pain does not occur more than themselves, but the tendons and other
THE
ONLY GENUINE
parts of the muscles which have a simi- WILLIS. WalUce, Indiana. IW” Cut thi# out
once in a thousand cases.
M
Vibrator
w
Threshers,
lar anatomical structure. Muscular The Phnnetie Rorer,Washington, D. 0.. 8c. Tear.SOo
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STOVE POLISH

Specific

rheumatismdoes not

Against Hydrophobia.

attack the heart,

with hydrophobia in the course of
twelve to sixty days. He recountsmany
other facts hot less striking. For an

fatal. 2. Tic doloreuxand
rheumatic pains are relieved by the
fumes of carbon bisulphide. A piece
of cotton wool should be melted with
the carbon bisulphide and put into a
wide-mouthed bottle. The mouth of
the bottle may then be held closely on
the affected part. When not in use the
bottle should be well corked. 3. Recipe for a liniment that has always
proved an infalliblecure for rheumatism, bruises, &c : One pint highwines, one ounce spirits turpentine, one
ounce British oil, one ounce sweet flag,
one-half ounce Cayenne pepper, onehalf ounce origanum. 4. Dr. Bonnet,
of Graubet, France, recommendsand
prescribes for chronic rheumatism the
use of the essentialoil of turpentine
by friction. He used it himself with
perfect success, having almost instantaneously got rid of rheumatic pains in
both knees, and in the left shoulder.
5. Just before retiring, bathe the parts
affected with water, as hot as can be
borne, in which potatoes have been

adult, the dose is sixty centigrammes of

boiled.

Dr. Grzyvala, of Krivoe

and

Ozeroe,

Podolia, Russia, for whose trustworthiness Prof. Gubler, of Paris, vouches,
declares that, after a series of critical
trials, which he describesat length, ho
has found that, after having had opportunities of treating at least 100 cases of
men bitten by rabid dogs, with the
Xahthium Spinosum, he has never in
any one of those case failed to ward off

the hydrophobia.

He

gives some
Crimean
war, a family of twelve persons had
been bitten by a hydrophobic wolf.
Six of them entered his wards in the
hospital of Olschanka, Government of
Podolia, District of Balta. They were
startling examples. During the

treated

with

the xanthium,

infusion of the leaves of

and

all

recovered.The

six others, who were treated by the
actual cautery and the daily use of
genesta tinctoria and other drugs, died

is rarely

and

Heartless Doctor
Children under 12 take half that quantity. The dose for animals is much
larger. A herd of thirty oxen had
been bitten by a mad wolf; eight bad
succumbed with symptoms of hydrophobia. The Commissary of Police came
to Dr. Grzyvala for hisj i a* tirabic
powder.” He gave three ounces of the
powder, with bran, daily to each of the

Irate Patient.
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And iteom ThrMher Ftaglu— ,
Mads only by

opium*

V
A

mu

V

A A If BOOK for /Vuit-GruNwr*.—
ElUot*1# FruitGrowere’Hand-Book. J'aiterfiOc.BoundSI. KiltottV Practical Lnndicapn Gardener.Sro. Round Sl.50.Br
. By
mall, postpaid.Addre#n I). M. DKWKT. Rocbmter, N.Y.
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MUSTANG

A DAY
ne

Live

Man

Mfcraaf

for well State

to

SurviTal

fell gooda

I

2

I.

SCO.

die

,

It CC

,

mud.

Fittest.

Bt.,CU##c«.

A FAMILY MEDICINE THAT DAS HEALED]

fcMlMAMtMnot

VuMM.tu.

MILLIONS DURING 25 YEARS!

niisiffliini.
;a

balm for every wound of
MAN AND BEAST
!

HE0LDE8T&BE8TLINIMENT
EVER MADE

SALES

TEAS.
Usually Inetnaahig—Agent# wanted erorTwhera-baa*
Inducement*— don't waatatlroe-aend for Circular.
BOB'! WELL*.
y St-.R-T.F.O. Boa

«V—

DR

A well-authenticatedreport comes to
of a recent case where a doctor

me

IN

AMERICA.

LARGER THAN EVER.

, The Mexican Mnatang Linimentliaa
been known for more than thirty-live
years it* the best of ull Unhntm**, for
I

HksSnda

Kt')nir»ieitMattaciua#Bu'" ar

lockup# from Urslatel#^

"nlmUUtes"

Man

an<l Beast. Its sales to-duy aro
larger than ever. It tniron when all
others fall, and penetrates ekln, tendon
land muscle, to Uio vttry bone, Bold
rime.

MotMted Born rowMte match.

"“West.

from over 1.000.000smn t«w* Lunds,
due west from Chicago,at horn 15 to »s per aero, In

Kua-

jftmr ss

exploringtickets from Chicago, fro* to bujsm. Vto

O.N.U.

No.

II

vi.iS'SSSpf
*

Land and Water.
A school-boardinspector asked a small
Vpapil of what the surface of the earth
consists, and was promptly answered,
“Land and Water.” He' varied the
question lightly, that the fact might be
impressed on the boy’s mind, and asked,
“ What, then, do land and water make?”
To which came the immediate response,

“Mud.”

^

Has

person the right to read a news
a theater instead of paying at
OF EM.
tention to the performance? While the
by mail. M
si**.. ____
. 1 un
Williamsons were playing “The Chinese
Question ” in Toledo, a man in an or<
ralyne*rachu
chestra seat oocupied himself with a hue narer been offered toeometbing
the publicbefore. There la a
the
perusal of the news, and seemed oblivi- bt>t of money in it
It for »gent«. Addraim, Inclosing a 8ous of what was being done on the
Hu.
stage. Williamson stopped acting and Largest Assortment in the World
asked him to put away the newspaper
or quit the theater. The offender granted the former favor, but revenged himself by regarding the play with a smile
a

paper in

_

The Rev. Pardee Butler, who was
placed astride a cottonwoodlog, his legs
tied behind his back and set adrift on
the Missouri river by border ruffians,at of great disdain.

...

IICHOLS. SHEPARD

| Ninr-mop ORGAN (
Don’t fail to tend for llluitrated Circular.
1U7M.NKIJ, A DULLER, Uuittoxcn,Pa.

|

8(10 0

MOUNTED HORSE POWERS*

Thouund# cured. Lowest Price#.Do not
to write. Dr.F.E Marab, Quincy, Mloh

from New York city, called to a supposed-dying patient, got so impatient
waiting for the decease that he finally
filled out and signed the certificate of
death, leaving the date to be inserted
thereafter,ana hastened back to the
delights of New York. In view of this
fact the family abandoned hope and
prdejetedtheir mwrtiing goods, but
when the'neteljMeadpatient fieatdof
others.—British-American all this he was so irate that his health

Journal

WITS IMflOTffD

AMSMGliSSl

SB

OMBIIUU

_

t

•

f<

$7 a Day to Agents
canvassing for the

FIRESIDE VISITOR
Terms and Outfit Free. Address
P. O. Vickery, Augusta, Maine.

^

.Mju,

THE STANDARD.
E. E. Werkman, GET
“The
authority. * *
ought

Column.

best
It
to
be in every Library also in every Academy
and in every School.”— /Jon. (Vm. Sumner.

Mnnufacturcrof

Tanoy Frait-trea Tri'ning.

DOORS, SASH,

NEW-- FIRM!
1
-U

CORNER EIGHTH A MARKET STREETS

“The beat existingEnglish Lexicon.” G. VAN
mild and eeni-*!climates
&
—London
Athenmm.
tlnit it is worth while to #ive nrtiflclnl
Blind f Stair Bailing, Etc,
tonns to trees. In such places growth is
Burned out by the late Fire we re-opencd In
oni new store just completedat our old stand on
favored, and the tree goes on making
;
::
Wood without stopping to the slower work, Scroll Sawing of all kinds
Biver Street,
and greater expenditure of refined mater
done to order.
•j
only in

It i*

PUTTEN

SONS,

WORCESTE R'S
dictionary!*

ial that is involved in

buds. Bending of

storing of fruit

branches In the

the formation ami

down

checks the wood

growth in time to favor fruitage.There
are

Any one of rhe above articlesmade

to loss of

Cor.

River & Tenth

fruitful

And by observing through

neighborhood,and then

lets them

own way In shaping

have

their growth,

unseasonablegrowth which cannot

-

ful-

6*

•*••

*'

49-ly

Springfield.Ohio.

tree, or. rather a bush,

Come and

for

sale

water, but the parching winds that occasionally sweep almost our whole territory

much for

are too

and

wood.

soft

its

AUwnium.

oo the

East coast

OATES

may prove reliable. A growerr-tT. B., West Creek, Ji. J.— describes
in the BriMurg Tima and Journal how
Territory, it

thinned or stopped both shoots and first

in-Jkugust.He applied lime slaked with

In

England they

good

locality.

tfaig currant bushes to

single stems. In nearly all parts of our
country

it

fyouW be

and useless to

as vain

PHILIP

train the quince in that way as the currant.

There

bow— which
two

one string to the

in that case only

is

sure to give way within

is

or three years,

and then what

BOOT,

P.

brine to the soil, and earthed up the collar.
(ot a

GIVE

ME A

CALL

P. BOOT, Jr.

Store.

Wood

42-Hm

Preserver.

Mortgage Sale.
petroleum \X7HERKA8
ment of
a preservativeof wood is so littleun-

It is strange that the value of
as

default has been mide In the paythe tnoney secured by a mortgage,
dated the 13th day of May, A. D. 1371, executedby
Roelof A. Bchoutenand Qijeberrje Schonten,hi*
wife, of the townshipof Zeeland, Ottawa county,
Michigan, to Halbert Keppel. of Zeeland,aforesaid, which said mortgage was recordedin the
office of the Register of Deeds of tbeConnty of
Ottawa and State of Michigan in Liber X of mortgages, on page 98, on the 19th day of August, A. D.
1371, at one o’clock,p. m., and whereas, the said
mortgagehas been dulv assigned by the said Halbert Keppel to Jan Bos. by assignment,bearing
date the 18th day of February, A. D. 1378, and re
corded in the office of the Register of Deeds of the
said county of Ottawa, on the twenty-third day of
February, A. D. 1878, at 8 o’clock in the forenoon
of said day, In Liber No. 4, of mortgages, on page
366, and the same Is now owned by him; and
whereas the amount now claimed to be dne on
said mortgageat the date of this notice is the sum
of one hundred and sixty five dollarsand seventyeight cents, principal and interest,and the further
sum of twenty-fivedollarsns an attorney fee, stipulated for in said mortgage, and which is the
whole amount claimedto In- due and unpaid ou
said mortgage, and no suit or proceedinghaving
been institutedat law to recover the debt now remaining secured by said m irtgage,or any part
thereof, whereby the power of sale contained in
said mortgage has become operative;Nou.' therefore notice it hereby given, that by virtue of the
power of sale and in parmance of the statute in
such case made and provided, the said mortgage
will be foreclosedby a sale of the premises therein described,at public auction, to the highest bidder, at the front door of the Court House, in the
city of Grand Haven. In said county of Ottawa,

M

derstood or realized.It is well known
that in time it will leak out of the best

wooden barrel, and that it will
where water would not, and
where

it

penetrate
also that

come.

has penetrated water cannot

It is not a paint, and it is useless to

with any pigment whatever,as

it

mix

it

cannot

be made to dry and harden on the surface.

Four years ^go I applied it as

a

priming

to the siding of our bouse, which was badly weather-beaten, with paint flaking off us
is

so often seen. I put on all that the sid-

ing would absorb, then left it to the action
of the air

weeks.

god the hot sun

I then covered

of white lead

and

for about six

with two coats

it

linseed oil, and it has

stood beautifully.I also applied it
line of rough

to a

picket feoce, afterward cov-

ering with mineral paint, as easily as
boards had been planed. The

the

if

woodwork

of all my farm tools is kept full of

it,

and

in drawing manure, when the liquids And

on
their way into every crevice and joint of n

with a pint or two of petroleum. Finding

summer in

oil gone last

hurry of harvest, I thought of the

Monday, the Twelfth day of May,

next, at one o'clock in the afternoon of that day;
which said premise* arc describedin said mortgage as follows: All that certain piece or parcel of
land situated in Ottawa County and State of Mich

wagon, I find it pays to be beforehand

my machine

igan and describedas the west eighteenthand
50-100 acres off of the north-easi quarter of the
north west quarter of *e*tlon twenty-five In town-

the

pail of

ship six, .north of tange thirteen west, also a piece
petroleum, and pouring off the top, found of land In said count v commencing in the center
of the Jennlson road at the north-west corner of
at the bottom just what was wanted. In
Hiram Andries’ land rnnnlng thence south fifty
numberlessways has its value been proved rods in a strip two rods wide, thence cast a strip
three rods wide and twenty rods long, thence sontn
to me, and a barrel of light petroleum is a strip of land two rods wide and fifty rods long to
land owned bv Jan Bos, said land being on the
one of the things that I should not
east half of the south-west quarter of section
to do without.—[W. J. F., Castile, twenty-four,In township six north, of range thlr
teen west, containingone acre and seventy-iix
N. Y.
Jods of land accordingto the government survey,
be the same more or less.
Dated. February 11, A. D. 1879.
After the first year planted in the or„r , JAN BOB, Auigneeof Mortgage.
Gio. W. McBbuik, AH'!/, for Aeelgnu. l-13w

know

how

,

chard, apple trees
budded

for several

may

be successfully

seasons. We plant

all

and
vigorous growth, and rebud in two or
three main bracbes, near the trunk, with
Baldwins or Spies, on account of

GEO. L.

erect

BRUNER

Hanafllcturer and dealer la

other desirable varieties of slow or irregular

gfowtb. This method

is adopted by

,

large planters,who thereby aecnre the va-

AM

UUUVUj

Wire, Tivine and

with absolute certainty,
knowing that frauds or blunders might
cause them loss beyond estimate. The

rieties desired

llU/UUiVUj

Bnuh.

and Manufactoryon the Corner of

Offlc*

SEVENTH AND FISH

buds may be set late in Beptember, treat-

STS.

dred and

BANKING.

Mins

BANKER,
- - MCIHIGAN.

HOLLAND,

tion. Interestallowed ou time deposit*, subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe

9-lv

sold at

my

office.

buds seldom
a

first

season. The

fall to take, and -often

growth of three feet the

PRICE LIST.
No. 1 Carpet .............. $2.50 per

make

first year.

••

young shoots should be headed back -the

1

second year to four btids, to secure low

“

f

becks are greatlydamaged

by the heaving of their foundationsby
frost

and

the

uneven

settling in

an both

damage

•'

2.00 “
2.25 “
“ ............. 2.00 “
Common. .......... 1.88 “
......... 1.75 “
...r.* ....... 1.50 “
...... .... 1.25 "
......... 1.00 “

.

“

..

“

M
*
“

...

....

“
“

thejMory.

is averted.

I

having been made In the conditions
I -s of an indenture of mortgage,
g»gc. da ed. ac
knowiedged and delivered, on t ho twenty-sixth
day of March, A. D. 1877, by Jacob Van de
Roovaart.of the city of Chicago, Illinois, -o
Henry West veer,
the same
si
-----ol
----place, recorded In
the office of the R^...,,.
Registerof ^OKUb.
Deeds, u
of Ottawa
County, Michigan, In Liber No. 5 of mortgages,on
page five hundred, on the thirtiethday of
March, A. I), 1877, and assigned by Henry Westveer, on the ninth day of December, A. D. 1878, bv
an instrnment in writing, to Oerrit A. Koning.bf
the city of Holland, Michigan, The asRignnient
of aald mortgage was on the thirteenth day of
January, A. D. 1379. recorded In the office of the
Register of Deeds, of Ottawa county, Michigan,in
Llhur No. 4 of mortcages,on page four hundred
and thirty-eight. Whereas, there is now due and
unpaid at the date of this notice, one hundred anu
thirtyeight dollar*for principal and Interest,also
tea dollars as an attorney fee provided for In said
mortgage, if proceeding*are taken to loreclose
the same, and no auit at law or In chanceryhaving
been instituted to recover the debt, secured by
said mortgage, or any part thereof; Notice U hereby
liven,** by vlrtnc of the powerof aalecontalned
in said mortgageand the statute in such c«*emade
and provided, the said mortgage will be foreeJost-d
by a sale of the mortgaged premises, or so much
thereof as shall bv necessary to pay the amount
due on said mortgage,lor principal and interest,
*^ofne' ’ foe and the cost and expenses of
advertising,foreclosureaud sale, allowed by la*, at
pubilcauctlon or vendue, to the hit best bidder, on

Holland, Mich.

M<mday, tfenlMteeath day off May, A.
D. 1879, *1 one o'clock In the iftertioonof said

.ft*4
th®
Houm
'he c,ty
(Trand Haven, Ottawacoanty.Michlvan.lthat
beto*0* °r

00,1,1

*“

of

ing the place of bolding the Circuit Court for tne
said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan).
I he premises to b# sold ere described in said mortgage a* follow*, to- wit: All that ceruln piece nr
parcel of land, sitnate In the city of Holland, hi the
County of Ottawa, and Btate of Michigan, and
described a* follow*,to-wlt: the weet half of lot
numbered seventeen (17).. ie block numbered
thirty-eight(33) In the city flat* village) of Holland,
in tbo Comity of Ottawa, State of Michigan, according to the recorded map of said dty.
Dated, Holla no, nfeh., February la, A. D. 1879.

.

Twelfth day

i

i

Maj

of

next, at one o’clock In

the afternoon of that day. which said premisesare
describedin said mortgage,a* follows: All that
certain piece or lot of land bring and 1» Ing In Ottawa County, and State of Michigan,farther describedas ten acres oi land, commencing at the
centre of ihe north line of the southwest quarter
of section twenty four, In township six north, of
ranee thirteen west, according to the United States
survey, runningthence somberly paralell with the
section line to the highway, thence along the
north boundary of said highway to a point f om
which a northerlyline paralell with the first (. r
section line) shall Include ten acres, thenre northerly from said point to the north boundary line of
said south west quarter of section twenty-four,
thence westerly along said line to the place of
beginning.
Dated February 11th, A. D. 1870.
JAN BON, Assignee qf Mortgagee.
Oko. W. McBride, Atty. for Assignee.

IN

Wholesale Dealers

WARD.
The undersignedannounces to the Pnblic th I
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supplj.Uieircastomer|i with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all thoae who wish to favor them with part of theli
trade.

-And

all kinds

of

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.
—

ALSO

—

14,

1878.

VAN ZOEUEN.

LOST,

BOW

RESTORES

!

Just published,anew edition of
.SI. CULvlBWELL'8CILIB2ATSDESBAY on the radical cure (without medicine) of Spermatorrhoea
or Meminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, impotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Imped!
ment* to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Kits induced hy self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance.
«£c.

t£r

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Go’s celebrated

Lager Beer.

Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.

The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
clearlydemonstrates,
from a thirty years’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-ubusu may be radicallycured wilhontthe dangerous use of internal medicine or the application
--._.i —
mode
of cure ...
at once
of the knife,
pointing
ont aa mi
_________
:k
simple, certain and effectual,by means of. w hich
m»'
v.w., sufferer,
every
nuUw.v....«
no matter
.......v. w
«««,...»
hat nls condition
----- ----Jy
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately and radl--

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

colly.

0T

This Lecture sbonld be in the hands of

every youth aud every

‘Warehouse & Office on

WASHINGTON STREET.

Till
5-tf

1878.

FALL AND

Millinery

1

man

In

the land.

Sent under sea], Iq a plain envelope,toaiy ad
dress, post paid, on receipt of six cent* or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.
i\

Am

woo,,

CBimiL
St.,

York; Post Office Box. iB86.

WINTER. 1879-

Fancy Dry Goods,

And

a

large stock of

Standard Trimmings,Bonnets, Hats, Feathers, Flower*,
Ribbons, Lact Collars, and Bilk*.

A

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

The largest and finest variety of Worsted Goods.
Gloves and Hosiery
’i Satin

A

The stand is one door west of G. J. Havcrkate
Son’s Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAU,

5^'tf
HD BOW

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

MEAT MARKET
— nsr the
CHE —

J.

Ottawa or Allegan CountiesIn exchange f
estate In the City of Holland.
Inquire at this Office.

real

m\

.0lfS

AMk/nee of Mortgage.

Howard A McBeidb.

1

i

OBRRIT A. KON1NG,

Holland, July

i

gages, on page 05, on thei nfi
ninrieenih dayof Aug:ust,
A. D. 1871, at I o'clock p.
m., and
P-L...
___ whereas,
------- ------the
said mortcage ha* been duly assigned by the s„.u
salfl
HalbertKeppel to Jan Bos, by assignmentbearing
date the eighteenthdayof February. A. 1). 1618,
and recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds
of said Connty of Ottawa, on the twenty-third of
February. A. U. 1878, at 8 o’clock in the forenoon
of said day. In Liber Nc. 4 of mortgageson page
366, and the *amc Is now owned by him, and
w hereas the amount now claimed to be dne on
said mortgageat the date of this notice, is the sum
of one hundred and sixty five dollarsand seventy
eight cents ($165.78). principal and Interest, and Hie
further sum of twenty five dollars as an attorney
fee. stipulated for In said mortgage,and which is
the whale amonm claimed to be due and unpaid
on aald mortgage,and no salt or proceeding having
been Institutedat law to recover the debt now n*
maintngsecuredby said roongage. or any part thereof, whereby the power Of Mle conUined in said
mortgage has become operatise. Now therefore. Notice it heretr, 04ren.that by virtue of the power of sale
and in pursuanceof the statute in such case made
aud provided the said mortgage will be foreclosed
by a sale of the premises,therein described, at
public auction, to the highest bidder, at the front
door of the Court House, In the city of Grand Haven. In said County of Ottawa,on Monday, the

LAND WANTED.

"j

JeoA,. hhiVer.

l-13w

been made In the payment of the money secured by a mortgage
dated the 13th day of May, A. D. 1871. executedby
Koelof A. Schonten and Oijsbenie Bchouten. his
wife, of the township of Zeeland, Ottawa conntv.
Michigan, to HalbertKeppel, ol Zeeland, aforesaid. which said mortgage was recorded in the
office of the Registerof Deeds of the Connty of
%«• v of
\saMichigan,
v aj l; anil * in
u Mel
ifv I X of mortOttawa and Btate
Liber

TV

RADEKE & SON,

Mortgage Sale.

M

“

E. ORfcKN.

Attlgnee of said Mortgagee.

Mortgage Sale,
VI^HEREAS, default haa

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

“
“

Pleas* call and see samples at

|idep#

and banking the foundation,i foot or more
in bight, much of the

fi.25

......

“

thcSprMjg,

the side exposed to the sun settling before
the other. By ploughing

1

,r

.......... . ..
Pafrlor ........... . • •

“2
“ 3
“ 4
“ 5

heads.

Store wall

«

“3
V
“2

The

di»z.

BENTON

Lowing & Cross, Attorneys for said Assignee.
48-l8w

TAE FAULT

„

I
l

T

00.,

AU'ye for Auiffnee of Mortgage.
inu the stock as usual, except to leave one

unbudded brunch the

.

fifty-nine u,.!!"'-*and fifteen cents,
$459.15) and aDo an attorneyfee of $15.00 as pro
Pabliihers, Booksellers, ft Stationers. rided therein,and no proceedingsat law or in
equity having been instituted to recover the debts
715 and 717 Market St., Philadelpnia. sernred by said two mortgages,or that of either
of thorn, or any part thereof; Now therefor notice
49-8m
Is hereby given, that hy virtue of the pow r of
sale contained In said mortgages and each of them,
and of the salute in such case made and provided
the said two mortgageswill be foreclosed by a sale
at public vendue of the mortgaged premisesdescribed in said t»o mortgagesor so much therof as
may be necessaryto satisfy the amount dne on
said two mortgages, together with iuerest and
costs including said attorneyfees, towlt ; all that
certain piece or parcel of land known «s the northwest quarterOs) of the north-east quarter (j^) of
section numbered thirty-two(32) town six (6) north
of range thirteen (13) west, lying and being In the
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, at the
front door of the Court House of Ottawa Comity,
in the city of Grand Haven, in said County of OtDoes a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec- tawa, and State of Michigan,that being the place
tion business.Collections made on all points In
for holding the Circuit Court for said countv: on
ihe United States and Europe, Particular attention paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers. Saturday the 12th day off April, 1879,
Remittancesmade on the day of payment. All at one o’clock in the afternoon of that day.
Dated. Grand Haven. January 2. 1879.
businesi intrusted to me shall have prompt atten-

Jitis ra

i.

PILES

DICTIONARIES.

LIPPIN00TT &

ei

ffrone/ntit,

WORCESTER’S

J, B.

tnro

a

Mortgage Sale.

/ \

I'VE FAULT having been made In thecondlilons
nHe>?
of two certain mortgages,the ouo bearing
date the eleventh(11) day of January, 1869, made
Laige sample package sent free on receipt of 15
aud executed by William H. Llnacreand Susan
to W|oe^cand^rD*mn^Agente
wanted.
Linacre, his wife, of Georgetown,Ottawa County, cent*,
Address
Michigan, to George W. Densmore of same place
and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds
of Ottawa County, Michigan,on thcthlrtecnih day
Of all kinds, TUMORS, discharge*
ol January,186W, at i o’clock p. m. In Liber R, of
BLOOD or mucus, and all diseases
mortgages,on pace 630, which said mortgage was
of the RECTUM quickly and perduly assigned hy tne said George W. Densmore on
fectly cured hr a simple and soothing REMEDY.
_____
anuary _____
the 17th
day of January,
136ft,to Benton K. On
Oreen, Forrin
information, address
and which said assignment was recorded in the
DR. J. FABER A CO., 22 Ann 8t.. N. Y.
office of the Re^isterofDeed^s of Ottawa County,
l-2Hw

IfolEISr,

Store on River 8tr. opporite Meyer A Co** Punil-

u

Co

Jr.

Is there

leltt

Petroleum

’•sump don,
Nervous »ess\
nnr.
(yOUirfu t. \
Catarrh,
c\ ^tivegei
Com/uoiA

OF

aud tied down the branches

1

call before you order, and patronize your borne industry.
Holland, Mich., October*,1877.

Asthma,
Sthma,
_

GROCERY STORE

bloeioms until the tree had great vigor.

1

SONS.

A FRESH STOCK

trees. He let only one stem grow, aud

good treatment

The Complete Series of

octaubua h.t7
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to bring ourselvesinto conformity with the accep’cd usage, as well as to gratify the desire of
most of our staff,including inch gentlemen as
Mr. Bayard Taylor,Mr. George W. Smalley, and
Mr. John R. C. liassard.’-AVtc
York Tiibure.
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2i,on*the 81st day of December!8!^™ Piu*
o'clock, a. m., upon which mortgage Here is
claimed to be due and unpaid st the date hereof for principaland Interestthe snm of five
OTJ&TXS.
hundred and twenty-fivedollars and eighteen
cents, and also an attorney fee of twenty-five
QUARTO DICTIONARY. Profusely Illustrated. (•25) dollars as thereinprovided. The other said
Library sheep. $10.00.
mortgagebearing date the tenth day of December.
| UNIVERSAL AND CRITICAL DICTIONARY. 1870, made and executed by William H. Linacre and
8vo. Library sheep. $4.25
Susan Linacre, his wife, of Georgetown. Ottawa
County,Michigan,to Guy 3. Waldfen.Vf the" town"
ACADEMIC
DICTIONARY.
Illustrated.
Crown
Jnpt received at the
ship of Cascade. Kent County, Michigan, and re8vo. Half roan. $1.85.
corded In the office of ihe heglster of Deeds of OtCOMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY. Illustrated. tawa County.Michigan, on the 14th day of Decem19mo. Half roan. $1.?5.
ber. 1870, at 8)4 o’clo k p. m^ in Liber V of mortSCHOOL (Elementary) DICTIONARY. Illus- gages, on page 81. which said mortgage was duly
assigned by the said Guy 8. Wa.den on the sixtrated.Hfmo. Half roan. $1.00.
teenth day of August, 1871, to Milton F. Marsh,
PRIMARY DICTIONARY. Illustrated.18mo. which
said assignment was recorded In the office
Half roan. 6i»centa.
of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County, MichPOCKET DICTIONARY. Illustatcd.84mo. Cloth, igan. in Liber R of mortgages, on page 3M, on the
Togetherwith a nice llneof Coffee?. Teas, Spice?,
63 cK; roan, flexible,8o cia.; roun, tucks, 2-ith day of Augusi,1371. and which said mortgage
gilt edges, $1.00.
Candle*, Tobacco* aud Cigar*,
w.as afterwards assigned by the said Milton F
Many
special aid* to students. In addition to a Marsh on the ISth Uay of May, 1673, to Benton E.
Alao, an a**ortraentof CHEAP TOYS forthu
very full pronouncing and defining vocabulary, Oreen, which mud last assignment was recorded in
make Worcester's m the opinion of nor urost dis- the officeof the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
tinguishededucators, the mo<t complete,a* well County, Michigan,in Liber R of mortgages,on
as by far the cheapest Dictionariesof onriangnage. page 530. on the 14th day of May, 1873, at 8 o'clock,
a. m., upon which lost said mortgage there is
•** For sale by all Booksellers, or will be sent, claimed to be due and nnpald at the date hereof
for principal and interest,the aunt of four hun! I
carriage Iree, on receipt of the ptice by
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Holland, Aug. 17, 1878.

combination with good sense and judgment.
WORCESTER’S Is the soberer and safer book,
and m^y be pronouncedttu but txUiting En“The best Englishwriters and the most particu-

Ai a rermu ••<t|gar«
4.-.UO pur coni*
A (nil umcripttoa,
pcwr«r. price, «Ic„ l«
ffiven In an extra of
the t+roim. Merrier,
send for a Copy,
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Work Warranted and

for yourself, no

trouble to show goods.

•‘The volumes before us show a vast amount of
diligence; but with Writer It Is diligence in combinationwith fanclfnlness.With fToreetfer,in
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the rich open

see
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guages, as desired.

All

mould
lar American writers use WORCESTER aa their
authority.”— Vew York Herald.
that its fibrous roots want, and we can- 'TSHE Fine Residenceof Mr. J. Van Landogend.
‘ After our recent strike we made the change to
keep them above the line of stagnant J. on the corner ol Tenth and Cedar streets. Is WORCESTER as onr authority In spelling,chiefly
it
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Compact, Substantial. Iconomical and oaaily managed.
Guaranteedto work well and
elve hill power claimed. The
Engine and boiler complete,
including euvernor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low
Morse Power

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

I keep constantlyon band the best kind of
stock, and also a nice variett of designs. Letter
Ing done In the EuglUh, Holland and German lan-

isnow regardedas the STANDARD AUTHORITY,
and is so recommendedby Diyant, Longfellow.
Whittier,Sumner, Holmes, Irving, Wiuthrop,
Agassiz. Marsh, Henry, Everett,Mann, Stephens,
Quincy, Felton, Hilliard.Memminger, and the majority of onr most distinguished
scholars,and Is,
A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can
besides, recognizedas authority by the Departments of our National Ooverume.it. It Is also be relied upon.
adoptedby many of the Boards of Public Instruc-
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